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Kerley will
visit MSU next
background.
"I have close ties with western
Kentucky, including my work
with the superintendents and the
community college system," Kerley said. "I really like western
Kentucky and although I wasn't
really looking to move my position, I wanted to look at the
opportunity closely."
He received a bachelor's
degree in secondary education
and social sciences from Tennessee Technological University in
1976.
In )978, he received a master's
degtoe, in history from The
Citadel in Charleston. S.C.; and a
doctoral degree in educational
leadership in administration and
supervision from Florida State
University in 1982.
He is a veteran of the U.S.
Navy with extensive administrative and personnel training.

By AMY WILSON
Stan Writer

Dr. A. James Kerley, president
of Hopkinsville Community College. will visit Murray State University's campus Wednesday as
the third presidential candidate.
Kerley, 43, has been president
of HCC since 1989.
"He is a very determined and
energetic person who has been
very successful at Hopkinsville
Community College in recruiting
students and relating to the community," said Sid Easley, chairman of the seach committee.
Kerley has been instrumental
in developing technical programs
such as industrial/electrical technology and dental hygiene; a regional technology center with
community assistance; many
community college partnerships;
a new college foundation; recruitment and retention efforts.
A native of Crossville, Tenn.,
Kerley said he has a farming • See Page 2

Day care deals
with TB cases
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Gale Cornelison decided to be
sure the 140 children at her day
care center are tested for tuberculosis even though the state does
not require it.
In November, one child tested
positive for TB and was diagnosed with the disease. About
three weeks ago, another child
was determined to have an active
case of TB.
A total of six other children at
Wee Care Day Care have tested
positive for tuberculosis infection, Cornelison said.
However, there is a difference
between TB infection and TB
disease, according to J. Scott
Jones, public health advisor for
the Department for Health
Services.

Jones said approximately 90
percent of the people exposed
and infected with tubercle bacilli,
the bacteria which causes TB, do
not progress to disease.
The bacteria is generally transmitted through the air, Jones said.
The disease tuberculosis develops if the bacteria become active
in the body. Jones said most
casts of TB are found in the lung
area, about 85 percent. It is called
pulmonary tuberculosis.
Cornelison said the two children who have the active TB disease have been removed from
school and are undergoing medical treatment.
The rest of the school will
begin a preventive therapy program, she said.

AMY WILSONILedgef & Times photo

About 90 staff members met Monday with Dr. David Gearhart, the first in a series of candidates for the Murray State University presidency.

Gearhart fields questions on sports, access
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Coining phrases such as "social glue" and "open-door policy,"
Dr. G. David Gearhart characterized his positions regarding athletics and accessibility to various campus groups Monday.
Gearhart was the first of an undetermined number of presidential
candidates who will visit Murray State University.
"I believe athletics fill an important role," Gearhart said. "Intercollegiate athletics can serve as social glue for an institution and I
am generally supportive of it. Athletics help to educate many students who wouldn't have been able to get an education otherwise."
Reuel Shepherd, a football player from Conway, Ark., asked
Gearhart about his views on keeping athletic facilities up-to-date.
"If we have made a commitment to a program, students deserve
the best facilities we can offer," Gearhart said. "I think the key
issue is how important the program is to the institution. The bottom
line is if we are going to have sports, we have to provide the
resources."
Of all the questions asked by faculty, staff, students and members of the community, the value of athletics was asked in all
sessions.
In addition, the accessibility of the president gained much
interest;
"1 have an open-door policy and I am commiued to meeting with
faculty and staff," Gearhart said. "I've never been a president, but I
would want any person to feel he could approach me.
"I do feel a president ought to have his ears and eyes open and I
want the campus groups to feel the president is one of them."

,

AMY WILSON/Ledger & Times photo

Dr. David Gearhart (left) talks with John K. Moore, a graduate student from Carmi, Ill.
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Conference committee begins search for funds
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The search is on in the General
Assembly today.
The quarry is $50 million to
S70 million or a politically palatable way to chuck a pile of construction projects in order to
balance the budget.
With stark differences between
Senate and House approaches to
the budget, lawmakers began
closed-door conference commit-

tee meetings this morning to look
into the state's fiscal cubbyholes
and revive formerly discarded
ideas.
Though the meetings are
closed to the public, interested
parties gathered this morning outside the room where the conference committee will wheel, deal
and wheedle.
University of Louisville President Donald Swain, University of

• The quarry is $50 million to $70 million
or a politically palatable way to chuck a
pile of construction projects in order to
balance the budget.
Kentucky President Charles
Wethington and other university
representatives lurked around the
third floor of the Capitol, making
last-minute pleas. Higher educa-

tion was perhaps the biggest loser
in the last week as the Senate
chopped construction projects in
order to balance its version of the
budget.

The hands were dealt Monday
when the Senate passed a pareddown version of the corporate tax
and a smaller state budget as a
result.
The bill the Senate approved
would revise the sales tax provisions on machinery used in manufacturing and for new and
expanded industry. The section
would raise about $30 million per
year.

The Senate vote was 24-14.
with all but one Republican, Walter Baker of Glasgow, voting
against the bill and all but one
Democrat voting for it, Henry
Lackey of Henderson.
The Senate deleted a section of
the bill that would have tripled
the property tax on machinery
used in manufacturing that would
have raised an estimated $35 million a year.

T•ef.

Local schools part of model Tornado devastates church family
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Calloway County High and
Murray High are among 68
Kentucky high schools that will
try out a task forces recommendations for revamping graduation requirements, according
to the Department of Education.
Their students can devise
their own vaduation plans.
with "exit reviews" at the aid
of the senior year to verify that
requirements have been met.
Other recommendations by

the state Task Force for High
School Restructuring include
research projects, service work
and academic portfolios.
Calloway will be one of 27
schools that will test up to five
of the task force's recommendations. Murray will be among 41
that will try at least one, a
department statement said.
The schools included a wide
range of enrollment sizes.
Schools are to focus on CLUTiC1114
ventent, perfor-

NOTICE
111 -Family Fun with the Eggs-perte"
will be held at 7 p.m. Tuesday at North
Elementary School and at 3 p.m. Wednesday at East Elementary School
Reservations must be made by calling
753-3070 by Monday and leaving a message including the family name, the number of children participating and Ouch
session is mot convenient.

mance standards and accountability. teacher development and
technology. the statement said.
Results of the test could
affect future graduation requirements. Information will be compiled for the state school board
and the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education, the statement
said.
The 27 — comprehensive
restructuring" schools may
8 See Page 2

SPORTS
• The Southeastern Conference continues to shine in post-season basketball
play as the Vanderbilt Commodores have
advanced to the championship game of
the National Invitational Tournament
(NIT) Wednesday night in New York

Page 6

PIEDMONT, Ala. (AP) — In
the week leading up to Easter, the
Rev. Kelly Clem must bury her
4-year-old daughter and try to
keep together a congregation
reeling from the deadly tornado
that smashed through Palm Sunday services,
"People were lying on the
4round and asking: 'Why Kelly,
tell me why?"' said the 34-yearold pastor, nursing a badly swollen eye she believes was hit bya
brick whirling in the twister that
damaged her church and

•
EVENTS
II Murray State University's board
of regents will meet in special session
tomorrow rught at 8.30 p.m. in the board
room in Wells Hall The meeting is open
to The public
• The United Way of Murray.
Calloway County Board of Directors
will meet Thursday at 630 p m in the
Martha Layne Collins Center tor Industry
and Technology

parsonage.
"We do not know why," she
said she told them. "I don't think
'why' is the question nght now.
We just have to help each other
through it."
The tornado killed at least 20
worshipers, including Mrs.
Clem's daughter Hannah and five
other children who had opened
the Palm Saunday service by
waving their palm fronds in a
procession.
At least 90 people were injured
in the congregation of 140 near

this eastern Alabama town, the
area hardest hit by the series of
tornadoes that pounded the
Southeast on Sunday. At least 43
people in all were killed.
"Everybody was affected. People lost a lot," Mrs. Clem said. I
"I hope we can keep Goshen
United Methodist alive. We're
going to have to pull together."
She hopes to lead sunrise services on Easter Sunday, and plans
a foundation in her daughter's
II See Page 2
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While he was in the sersi,e he
met his wile They hase a son
11, and a daughter. II
Family is very impotunt to
me," he said. "Since I am .lassi
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ren and lilting weights with my
son when I am not working."
He also said he enjoys reading
and being outdoors
Under his leadership. external
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Gearhart said the reason he is
interested in Murray State University is because the presidency
would allow him to redeploy his
skills.
"Although we love it at Penn
State, being MSU president
would allow me to be involved at
a different level," he said. "I like
challenges and this would be an
opportunity for us to get back to
our roots."
Gearhart has been senior vice
president for development and
university relations at Penn State
since 1985. •
One thing Gearhan emphasized
to the campus groups is that he is
not a magician and he doesn't
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each receive up to 57,900 for
planning and implementation
through May 1996. Others will
get 52,000 for assistance
through May 1995. All schools
can receive technical assistance
and support services, the statement said.
High schools are viewed as
the next frontier of education
reform. Elementary and middle
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schools underwent significant
changes as a result of the Ken-

tucky Education Reform Act of
1990.
The premise of high school
restructuring is that student performance can, be improved
through such things as flexible
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affairs at Madisonville Community College, chairman of the education department at Union College, participant in a one-year
training project to deliver training
for state and federal government
employees at Valdosta State Col
lege in Valdosta, Ga • adjunct
professor and graduate assistant

head in the Charleston County
C Sk.hool System
"I really think Murray State
needs to fine tune its vision,"
Kerley said. "One of my strong
attributes is marketing the mission and standing up and speaking for the university."

members. 75 students, 70 faculty
and 25 Community members.
"I think the people feel MSU
has a good faculty," Gearhart
said. "I think there is some crisis
here, but it is not unmanageable.
I'd say that people haven't given
up on MSU.

"We can't financially build an
institution on the backs of faculty. The bottom line is that we
don't pay our people as much as
we should and I think we have to
give it attention."

Dr. Wayne Beasley, professor
of history, questioned Gearhart's
teaching experience.
"I have done some teaching,
but I do not have major teaching
expenence," Gearhart said. "My
major thrust has been in administration and that has been my
primary responsibility."
Gearhart said he thinks MSU is
-11
very quality oriented, with a re.
dedication from faculty and staff.
"I think it would be a challenge to find resources," he said.
"Many of the questions I was

asked center around finances.
think any new president will have

to address that and I think it has
to be taken head on."
Since much concern has been
raised about the application process, Gearhart said he agreed

with the board's position of keeping a certain amount of
confidentiality.
"My initial application was
personal and confidential." he
said. "I was worried that it would
get to the press at Penn State
because I have staff there and my
leaving the university affects so
Many. lives. I think the board is
trying to honor those wishes."
Gearhart said he supports the
concept of shared government.
"The board is the policy making body, but perhaps more
meaningful, it has the obligation
to promote the university and not
allow it to atrophy." he said. "I
think the board has the obligation
to tell you where it is going, but
it is the board that has to make
the ultimate decision."
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people." he said. "I can't really
say I . brought donors to Penn
State. It is more a matter of developing constituencies."
Throughout the four sessions,
Gearhart met with about 90 staff

MISS YOUR PAPER?
_
CaN the eirculaton dant between
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karma atadwa • Trim (USP'•

for the department of educational
leadership at Florida State University. and teacher/department
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Monday-Friday

Elkton communities.
His other educational experience includes dean of academic

Pars. Gill AN 10

The. first funerals were scheduled for today in Piedmont, a
town of some 6,000 residents
Who have dozens of churches to
choose from.
Hannah's funeral will be Wed-

scheduling and more academic
offerings.
• Core components of
performance-based graducation
requirements include:
Individual graduation plan
— As eighth-grader, student
tailors personal graduation plan
with help of parents, school
officials. Plan dhcuments

academic program to achieve
established learning goals,
academic expectations. Student
chooses study program for
transition to college, vocational/

technical school, work,
. -forc-e,
military, community service or
home work place. Plan
reviewed annually; can be
changed.

nesday at the First United
Methodist Church in Anniston,
where Mrs. Clem had been associate pastor before taking over as
leader of the young and growing
congregation at Goshen.
On Monday, she confronted
her dual responsibilities as grieving mother and leader of a

Integrated academic portfolio — Student keeps portfolio
of high school work. Intended
to demonstrate mastery of
learning goals, expectations. To
include transcript, resume, ACT
or SAT scores, state assessment
results, teacher and employer
recommendations, among other
things.
Student-initiated culminating project and panel presentation — Research project
designed by student. To include
research paper and oral or video
presentation of findings.
The 51-member task force
examined graduation requirements, student motivation and
support.

shocked congregation. lier other
child, 2-year-old Sarah, was in
the church nursery, which
escaped the brunt of the tornado.
"I'm picking up on this pain
and .suffering and death," Mrs.
Clem said, gripping a pink
stuffed cat her daughter got. for
Christmas'. "But all I'M feeling
right now is my baby."

Gary Baumeister
Owner
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III TB cases...
FROfil PAGE 1
"We are recommending that all
our kids go on this," she said.
adding that the decision is up to
the parents and family
physicians.
The preventive therapy
involves two skin tests and use of
the antibiotic isoniazid (INK
Jones said.
INH_ is proven to be safer for
children than any other age
group, Jones said.
According to guidelines recommended by the American
Academy of Pediatrics, the
American Thoracic Society and
the Center for Disease Control
and Prevention, when investigating this tuberculosis case, health
officials should test all those who
may be in contact with the
bacteria.
While officials attempt to find
the source, those children at the
day care should begin the antibiotic treatment. Hopefully the source will be located and removed,
Jones said.
After the three-month window,
all children will be tested again.
"In three months we test the
children who tested negative and
if they are still negative and
we've located the source case and
the potential for transmission, the
preventive therapy may be
stopped," he said.

•

Along with medication, Jones
said local health officials are
using a methodical search to find
where the TB was transmitted.
He said he does not think a
child transmitted the disease.
"They are not effective transmitters," Jones said.
Because children have less
mature immune systems. the
tubercle bacilli are less likely to
set up camp in the lung area,
where it can be easily expelled
and transmitted by coughing or
sneezing, Jones said.
Health officials think one or
more adults passed the bacteria to
children.
Cornelison said children in
other day cares or public school
systems may also be infected, but
because the state does not require
regular testing, it may go
undetected.
"It's almost like ignorance is
bliss," she said. "But we chose
not to take that route."
A child must be tested for TB
before entering Wee Care. Periodic testing is also required
because the infection may not
show up for up to three months
after contact.
Cornelison said in the five
years the center has been open,
children have been tested for the
last two years. In that time frame,
there were no reported cases of

Kerley's schedule of events
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
•••1

Dr. A. James Kerley will meet
with Murray State University representatives Wednesday.
All events are scheduled for
Wrathcr Museum's Auditorium
unless otherwise noted. The schedule of events includes:
'Breakfast with the deans from
7:45 to 9:15 a.m. in the Commonwealth Room in the Curris
Center.
'Meet with the staff from 9:45
to 10:45 a.m.
•Tour of campus from 10:45
a.m. to noon.
'Noon luncheon in the Corn-

monwealth Dining Room of the
Curris Center with Dr. James
Booth, provost and vice president
for academic and student 'affairs;
John Fitzgibbon, interim vice
president for university relations
and administrative services; and
Dr. Don Robertson, associate
vice president for student affairs.
*Meet with the students from
1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
'Meet with the faculty from
2:45 to 3:45 p.m.
•Meet with the alumni and
community from 4 to 5 p.m.
•Meet with the search committee in the Wrather Room of
Wrather Museum.

tuberculosis until November.
"We feel like it's so important
to know where our children standheakhviise." the said. "Our kids
will be okay."
Cornelison has been lobbying
to get the General Assembly to
require TB testing at all licensed
day care centers.
"I have no idea why they
don't," she said.
The state requires students
entering the public schools to
have a TB skin test along with
other mandated immunizations.
Since the reports of Wee Care
children being infected, the Calloway County Health Department
has initiated an awareness program for parents.
Parents of children enrolled at
Wee Care met with health officials last night.
Cornelison said most parents
have been very cooperative.
Jones said the meeting helped
educate parents.
Cornelison said there is no
need to fear the disease. Jones
said it is treatable, curable and
preventable.
"Our biggest concern as far as
business is that parents have a
fear and haven't come by to get
the facts," Cornelison said. "Misinformation has been the most
harmful."
Children are the least-affected
by tuberculosis, according to statistics provided by the Kentucky
Department for Health Services.
In fact, only 33 cases of TB in
people ages 0-19 were reported in
Kentucky, compared with 292
cases in those 45 years and older
in 1993. Those figures are not yet
official.
However, the total number of
TB cases has risen in the past
three years from 347 in 1991 to
412 in 1993.
Jones said demographics indicate an increase in the infection
rate in younger children as well

as an increase in disease of per
sons of child-bearing age (25-44
"We're very sensitive in those
changes," Jones said.
Tuberculosis disease is most
dangerous for older adults. The
bacteria multiplies in the lung
area. As the immune system
attempts to fight off the bacteria,
it also damages the lung tissue,
Jones said.
People often cough up a
mucous-type material called sputum. According to the World
Book Encyclopedia, that sputum
may contain blood which is actually caused from the body's own
defense mechanisms.
Other symptoms of advanced
tuberculosis include
, chest pain,
fever, sweating at night, fatigue,
weight loss and loss of appetite.
According to the encyclopedia,
tuberculosis may lead to a rapid
death, but more commonly exists
as a long-term progressive
disease.
Detection, prevention and
treatment have slowed the deaths
attributed to tuberculosis in the
United States, which is about
1,700 annually. However, nearly
3 million people worldwide die
each year from the disease.
Questions or concerns about
tuberculosis should be directed to
the Calloway County Health
Department.
"The health department has
been wonderful and supportive,"
Cornelison said, "They have gone
out of their way to answer all our
questions."
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Ford Windstar —
The Future of Minivans Has Arrived
Murray,Ky. — The 1995 Ford
Windstar, which sets new standards in the expanding minivan
market — has arrived at Parker
Ford Lincoln - Mercury, Inc.
It is more than a new design, it
is a completely new look at the
kind of vehicle that has become
an American family favorite.
More than one million sales of all
minivan makes are predicted for
1994,and the new Ford Windstar
represents the cutting edge of
this growing category.
"Windstar's design concept is
a vehicle that offers the ride,
handling, comfort and quietness
of a car,plus the room,flexibility
and utility of the traditional minivan," said Mr. Parker. "And the

quality is there. This is really an
exciting new model for us."
As a family vehicle, Windstar
is equipped with outstanding
safety features, including driverand passenger-side front air
bags, anti-lock brakes, side impact beams and 5 mile per hour
bumpers. And the wide range of
interior configurations plus its
interior roominess give it a high
level of flexibility.
"If you have ever considered a
minivan, you owe it to yourself
and your family to come see the
new Windstar soon," Mr. Parker
said. "This is a Ford that sets a
new standard for driving comfort, convenience and versatility."

Pint/ for advertnernent of Parket Ford I incoln- Memury
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Before you buy any other paint, visit us. your Pittsburgh Paints dealer.
You'll get everything you need to do the job right. Including plenty of expert
advice, the right tools and great prices on the best paint, Pittsburgh Paints,
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EDITORIAL

Uncle Sam continuing
to take more and more
Just how much will U.S. taxpayers hand over to Uncle
Sam this April 15? As the chart below provided by The Heritage Foundation shows, the average family of four now pays
approximately one-fourth of its income to the federal government each year. When state and local taxes are added in.
government tikes $38 out of every $100 the average family
earns.
It wasn't always this way. In 1948, the average family of
four paid just 2 percent of its income to the federal government. If the same held true today. a typical middle-income
family of four (earning about $47,787) would pay $812 in
federal taxes. Yet in 1989, that family paid $10,872 — and
it's gone up since then. This is a difference of $10.060, more •
than enough to pay the average home mortgage, which was
$7.380 in 1992, according to the National Association of
Realtors.
No wonder it now .takes the income of two wage-earners _
just to make ends meet in most families.
The primary reason for this crushing tax burden is the
eroding value of the personal exemption. In 1948, median
income for a family of four was $3,468 and the exemption
was $600. effectively shielding 68 percent (or $2.4013) of
family income from the tax man. To have the same value
relative to family income as in 1948. the exemption would
have to be tripled, to more than $7,000.
It's no mystery why middle-income families are poorer
these days. It's not because they're earning less, it's because
Uncle Sam is demanding more.

Federal Taxes a a Share of Median
Family Income: 1948-1992

No matter how late he Lame
home at night, my father ruled
the dawn. In winter, we hild,en
woke to splintering cold and
wailed for him to coax heat from
reluctant furnace before daring
to rise. In wanner seasons, those
still slumbering at 630 were
roused by the harsh whistle of the
teapot and the clatter of spatula
against frying pan Once ()add)
barked, "Breakfast" up the KILIL
suirwa), we knew we had about
three minutes to show up at the
table An) later and there was
bound to be trouble.
Mother was seldom seen
before lunch; it was she who controlled the light. Her day began
after we all left home each morning, and ended gradually as each
of us returned. My father was
always last, often stealing in after
midnight to a silent, anxious
house.
We children feared the chronic
angers of that house. We learned,
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early, the importance of
balancing light against darkness.
Each parent was like a figure
from Greek myth, jealously
guarding their boundaries with
single-minded ferocity. A misstep, a careless word, could bring
chaos down on the unsuspecting
child.
But sometimes, just sometimes.
the right set of circumstances
converged so that a perfect Sunday was hatched from a bright
spring morning. Daddy still got
up early and followed his regular
routine with kettle and skillet, but
when he called us dowin to eat
4tille

1955

19411

1965

1971

1975

1911$

1915

there was an unmistakeable lilt to
his summons. •
On one of those rare, tranquil
days. he entertained us with stories as he made scrambled eggs.
My favorite was the tale he told
of a trip to darkest Africa, where
he said he was called into service
to make scrambled eggs for the
King of England. Just as Daddy,
a devoted British subject, was
scraping a perfect batch of
scrambled eggs onto the
monarch's gold-trimmed plate, a
hungry lion charged the table.
Stepping in front of the king to
shield him, my father turned just

EDITORIAL !ROUNDUP
March 19, Tulsa (Okla.) World on a balanced budget
amendment:
In a representative democracy, it is occasionally a good thing for
lawmakers to stand up against what appears to be an overwhelming
public sentiment.
Such was the case (March 17) when a majority of the House of
Representatives courageously voted down the superficially popular
Balanced Budget Amendment.
The amendment enjoyed a high level of public favor, not without
good reason. Americans are generally convinced that Congress and
recent administrations have not responsibly managed the government's fiscal affairs. The evidence, of course, is clear. That does not
mean, however, that this particular radical populist proposal is the
correct answer to the problem.
If taken at face value, the amendment requires a drastic and sudden
change in the nation's -economy, the kind that invariably leads to
instability and loss of confidence.
Moreover, the amendment would change the power of Congress and
the government to manage the economy even in a responsible way. It
would come close to establishing new form of government by formula instead of government by 'management and decision.
Despite its name, this was not just a simple little plan to balance the
budget. It established a permanent formula for government spending
and debt that would have tied the hands of!future governments for
eternity.
Politicians do not score easy points by voting against popular
whims. But they do occasionally protect the country from being
panicked into alluring Mistakes.
This was one of those times.
March 17, The Augusta (Ga) Chronicle on Whitewater:
President Clinton is roundly defending his lawyer wife Hillary's
ethics, and now she is "breaking her silence."
Yet have you noticed they didn't manage to deny that Mrs. Clinton
sent a stream of documents from the Arkansas governor's mansion to
her law firm to be destroyed?
Does the former Arkansas governor know what has been destroyed

1951
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as the animal leapt in for the kill. ill
Without even a wince, Daddy
flexed his &rich and plunged it
down the creature's gaping maw
until he was able to grab as tail
and turn the beast completely
inside-out.
It might have been that same
morning, or another remarkable
Sunday. that he served mother
breakfast in bed. She wore an
ivory satin bed jacket, quilted and
edged with lace, and tied her long
chestnut hair back with a pink
ribbon. She even smiled as he
handed her a fresh copy of The
New York Times and a sharpened
pencil for the crossword puzzle.,
I loved those days — or maybe'
it was just one day out Of hundreds of dreary ones. Loved the
image of Daddy in white pith helmet and crisp safari garb,Jooking
calm and collected even in the
midst of the lion's mouth. And
mother, cool and silent as white
lilacs in the garden of the gods.

at Hillary's old Little Rock firm? If he doesn't, maybe he ought to ask
his wife directly whether she ordered files on their Whitewater land
deal shredded.
By the way, while he's asking, will she explain what her chief of
staff and press secretary were discussing with supposedly independent
federal government officials about Clinton legal troubles? What did
these unethical aides tell their unethical boss?,
Can the first lady also get around to explaining her questionable
representation of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. in the case
against Dan Lasater, a convicted felon, close family friend and financial contributor to her husband's gubernatorial campaigns?
Hillary, like just-resigned assistant attorney general Webster Hubbell, clearly has ethics problems. If her husband doesn't know about
all of her wheeling and dealing, maybe the special prosecutor can provide the answers. In any event, maybe Bill now wishes his wife had
stuck to baking cookies.
March 23. Straits Times, Singapore, on North Korea:
North Korea's decision ....not to allow international inspectors to
take samples from one of its declared atomic facilities has sharpened
the nuclear controversy in the Korean peninsula. ... Pyongyang's
action has only served to deepen suspicion that it is involved in proliferation. ...
Despite ,these gloomy developments, the United States and its allies
should pursue patient diplomacy, while signalling to North Korea that
it must not take their patience for granted. Since Pyongyang has
painted itself into a corner, applying pressure on it or doing that too
soon would raise the risk of confrontation, which must be avoided.
War would be unthinkable. ...
But the United States must realize that it needs to engage China
more closely on the nuclear issue.. As experience over the past year
has shown, persuading North Korea to settlethe issue will not be an
easy task for Washington. Should sanctions against Pyongyang
become unavoidable at a later stage, it will need Beijing's support not
only to obtain the Security Council's approval for such measures, but
also to make them work.
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FROM OUR READERS
Employee deserves commendation
Dear Editor:
My family recently moved here from Memphis, and we love the
area and hope to make it our retirement home eventually. Without
exception, the friendliness of our neighbors is great. Also, the Bobby Paschall Plumbing and Electrical Company has been both
friendly and helpful.
After watching the news recently and seeing the Taco Bell incident in Clarksville. Tenn.. 1 felt compelled to write and tell you
about our recent experience.
I was in Captain D's Restaurant on Highway 641 in Murray with
my 79-year-old Granny and was treating her to a day out and lunch.
We were served promptly by a friendly and helpful young man.
Our lunch was uneventful until the last moment. My Granny,
who is unable to communicate verbally very well, grabbed her
throat and began to choke. I was calm for a minute and then realized that she was indeed choking. I managed to clear her airway, I
thought, but she still could not breathe At this point. I froze and
didn't know what to do as Granny began to turn red, then purple. I
knew she was in very serious trouble.
Before I realized it, there was an employee of Captain D's giving
orders and giving the feeling that she knew just what to do. And
she did, thank God.
She commanded me to stand Granny up. but I was so upset by
then I was asking someone to call 911 and get some help. This
employee insisted that I stand Granny up. When I did, she came in
behind Granny and started the Heimlich Maneuver. The lodged
food came out and Granny could rasp and began to speak. She
seemed to be OK at that point, but what a scare.
After a few minutes, someone from the police department arrived
and assured us that the paramedics were on the way. They came
and checked her heart and lungs and told me to watch her to be
sure that she had not aspirated anything into her lungs which could
develop into pneumonia.
I can honestly say that when it came down to it, I was frozen
with fear and very panicked. But the girl whose name is Jackie
(Blythe) literally saved Granny's life. She should be commended If
our Granny could process the words, she would certainly thank her
as we do.
Sandy Burkhart
(ow behalf of the family of Mrs. (Val Smotherman)
Route 7. Box 620, Murray

Arkansas stereotype now a Hillarybilly
Many people in Arkansas are
griping that their state is getting a
bad rap because of the Whitewater
affair and other Clinton-related financial mauers.
They think that the rest of the
country now thinks they are a bunch
of unethical financial wheelerdealers.
Their initial pride and happiness
in having a native son occupy the
While House has now turned to
resentment at being viewed as unscrupulous money grubbers.
This new attitude surprises me.
And makes me wonder if the people
of Arkansas don't have a split
personality.
Before the Clintons made little
Arkansas famous, it had an entirely
different image that it justifiably
resented.
In those days, many Eastern and
Northern elitists thought that the
average Arkansan had only two
front teeth, beady eyes that touched
at the nose,and wore grungy old bib
overalls and a cap bearing the name
of a fertilizer supplier.
And they thought the Arkansas
men looked even worse.
The Arkansas stereotype had
wrinkled illiterates sitting wound in
front of a general store, whittling,
spitting, plucking homemade banjos, rolling their own smokes, sipping moonshine and cackling about
how Little Lum stomped Big Junior
after Big Junior kicked Little L,um's
favorite hound dog.
Actually, most people didn't
think much about Arkansas at all.
nor did they go there. So they didn't
know that it had become a popular
vacation arid retirement haven for
Northerners looking for clean air,
lovely scenery and a reasonable cost

of living.
1 used to go there to fish every
spring and enjoyed everything except the chicken fried steak, of
which one bite can clog an entire
anery.
In tact. I fished the White River,
which is where the Whitewater real
estate venture took place. Little did
1 suspect, as I happily hauled in
trout, that financial hanky-panky
was being hatched in them there
woods.
So to put it bluntly, the image of
Arkansas was that of a backward
state filled with simpleminded
slack-jawed barefoot hillbillies who
married their first cousins -- if their
sisters were already spoken for.
Which wasn't the way Arkansas
was at all, any more than Chicago is
a city made up of nothing but crime
syndicate gangsters and crooked

politicians. Or that New Yorkers
arc all muggers, crack heads and
blabbermouths. Or Californians are
all crazy. Just about every city and
state has an unfair unfavorable
stereotype.
But now Arkansas has shed its
old stereotype. In little more than a
year it has been transformed from a
land of retarded stump-jumpers and
pig-kissers to the home .of the
shrewd and sophisticated lawyers,
businessmen and financial sharpies.
You would think that Arkansans
would be pleased at this new perception. I'm sure that Wall Street
and other financial centers are more
impressed by Brooks Brothers-clad
lawyers in Hot Springs who try to
overbill their clients or shortchange
their partners, than by some Bubba
hauling in a 30-pound catfish on
stink bait.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters muSt be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters west net
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible:We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to, limit frequent writers.
Utters should be addressed to: untcr to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O Box l(W). Murray. KY 42071.

Whether or not these indignant
Arkansans realize it, the Clintons
and their crowd have brought new
respect to their state.
Just the other day, it came out that
Hillary, with some commoditytrading advice from businesspolitical acquaintances, picked up a
fast S100,000 profit in one deal.
The average person in Arkansas
or anywhere else doesn't even
understand how commodities are
traded and has never taken a fling at
it. So scooping up $100,000 on one
trade ain't exactly backwoods, dirtfloor hog-trading.
It's also being blabbed around
about Washington that the Clintons
may have "underpaid" on their
income tax a few years ago by
claiming a much greater loss on the
Whitewater deal than they had invested.
If so, well, honest mistakes of that
sort can happen, although you
would think that two Yale-educated
lawyers could find an accountant
who could add up the numbers
correctly.
But even if they did "underpay.
the reaction in big-time legal and
financial circles will be that the only
sin they committed was getting
caught. And better luck next time.
No, Hot Springs and the rest of
Arkansas should be basking in its
new reputation and glory. Maybe it
Is all on a smaller scale, but it can
now hold up its chin with New
York, Chicago, Dallas, Boston and
other hustler towns.
When I used to float down the
White River, I thought I was on a
back woods amain.
Now I know it was pan of the
American mainstream
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newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday. Mrch
25, have been released as
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Live drama event at Brooks Chapel
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will present its third annual'Easter Outdoor Drama presentation on Friday and Saturday, April 1
and 2. from 7 to 9 p.m. The public is invited to aueind. The church is
located 1% miles east of Dexter off Highway 1346.
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Maundy Thursday service planned
,A Maundy Thursday Service of Shadows and Holy Communion will
.be Thursday, March 31, at 7 p.m. at First Christian Church. This service portrays the last days of Christ and is marked by the gradual
extinguishing of candle light until only one candle remains. This
candle is removed at the end of the scrcipture readings to be brought
back into the sanctuary on Easter Sunday morning. Pastor David Roos
invites the community to attend.
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Goshen plans special program
Goshen United Methodist Church will present "Watchers at the
Cross" on Good Friday, April 1, at 7 pin. This contemporary drama
service was written by L. Elmo Snedater. The public is invited to
attend and a nursery will be provided. The church is located on Highway 121 North at Stella.

Special pageant planned Saturday
Little Mr. and Miss Tater Day Pageant will be Saturday, April 2, at
11 a.m. at Benton Middle School Gym. Girls, ages 0 to 13 and boys,
ages 0 to 35 months may compete. For more information call Kern
Mathis, 1-502-527-1688, or Laurie Travis, 1-502-395-8123.

CCMS Showcase and Election Thursday
Calloway County Middle School Spring Showcase and Parent
Council Election will be Thursday. March 31. Events will include
CCMS choirs performing at 5:30 p.m.; parent candidates speak at 6:15
p.m. followed by voting for 1994-96 parent council representatives;
students' work displayed in classrooms and CCMS Seventh and
Eighth Grade Band performance at 6:30 p.m.
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VFW Fish Fry dinner Saturday
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Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will have its Evening Fish
Fry dinner on Saturday, April 2, at 5 p.m. at National Guard Armory,
Highway 121 North, Murray. The dinner will include fish filets, hush
puppies, fries, slaw and white beans for the cost of 53 per plate. The
public is invited. For more information call Daythel Turley at
753-9472.
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Technology Committee will •meet
Technology Committee of Southwest Calloway Elementary School
Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, March 31, at
3:15 p.m. at the school.
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Bridge Club will meet Thursday
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Bridge Club of Murray will meet Thursday, March 31, at 7 P.m. at
Weaks Community Center. (use rear entrance) All bridge players are
invited to come and play. if' you want bridge lessons, call C.W. at
435-4137. Last week winners were A. Roberts and M. Hatcher, 66.6
percent.
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Music Chorus plans rehearsals
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will
have rehearsals on Thursdays, March 31 and April 7, at 7 p.m. at the
club house. Margie Shown, director, and Beth Stribling. pianist, uree
all members to be present to rehearse for the special centennial celebration presentation.
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Lutheran Church jomen plan event
The Women of Immanuel Lutheran Church will serve the traditional
SEDER Supper on Thursday, March 31, at 6 p.m. in the church fellowship hall. This is a celebration of the Institution of The Lord's
Supper with an appropriate menu including lamb and all the fixings.

Katlyn Jean Cook born
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Mr. and Mrs. Scou Cook of Rt.
6, Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Katlyn Jean Cook, born
on Friday, March 18, at 3:45 a.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
12 ounces and measured 18A
inches. The mother is the former
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Baby boy Lee is born

Selena Donelson. A brother .is
Allen Cook, 3.
Grandparents are Roy and Barbara Donelson, Donald and Dorothy Cook, and Linda and Gary
Edwards. Great-grandparents are
Odell Donelson, Rosie Cook,
Myrtle Bolen, and Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Oakley.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jason Lee of Rt.
2, Box 42, Hazel, are the parents
of a son, Cody Ryan-Gabriel Lee,
born on Sunday, March 20, at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
12 ounces and measured 20%
inches. The mother is the former

Emeline Marie Brown.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Brown and Mr. and Mrs.
Donnie Lee, all of Hazel. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
John Misturak of New Concord
and Mrs. Estelle Brown of Hazel.
A grct-great-grandparent is Mrs.
Pearl Thorn of Dexter.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, March 29
Murray Branch of AAUW honoring top
10 senior women of local high
schools/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Singh's Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce
Centre. Info/Jeanne, 753-0224 or Linda. 437-4414.
German Shepherd
Club preregistration for Caninnood Citizen
Classes/7 p.m./Murray-Calloway
County Park.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Parents Anontmous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34, •
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Pledge
Recital/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State.
Admission free.
Wednesday, March 30
Calloway County High School SiteBased Decision Making Council/4
p.m./school.
Ladies Bridge/9:30 a.m./Murray
Country Club. Info/Eva Morris,
753-8584.
Ladies Bridge/9:30 a.m./Oaks Country Club: Info/Cyrstal Parks, 753-4645.
Senior Golf Group/9 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m:-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Olympic Plaza,
Murray/12:30-3 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Overeaters Anonymous/5:1 5
p.m./Ellis Community Center.
Community Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting/6
p.m./Dixieland Shopping Center.
Emmanuel Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Spiritual Renewal/4 p.m.;
ARK/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.

Wednesday, March 30
Westside Baptist Church events
include Council meeting/6 p.m., Prayer
service/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include meal/6 p.m.; Youth and Mission Groups/7 p.m.: Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/to a.m.; Holy Week
service/12:05 p.m.; Children's Handbell Choir/3:15 p.m.: Adult Handbell
Choir/4 p.m.; Youth Club/5 p.m.; Turner Covenant Prayer/6 p.m.; Tenebrae
service rehearsal/7 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m:
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/7 p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
University Church of Christ events
include Ladies' Class/9:30 a.m. and
Bible classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Spiritual Renewal/4 p.m.;
ARK/5 p.m.; Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism Committee/noon; Christian
Family Fellowship dinner/5:30 p.m.;
Singles Support Group/6 p.m.; CFF
Options/6:30 p.m.; Choir Practice/7:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Soul-Winning Class/6:15 p.m.; Kid's
Klub, Bible Explosion, Youth Bible
Study, College Career Bible Study,
Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Friendship International/9 a.m.;
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs,
Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.
Student recital by Benjamin Gritton,
saxophone/6:30 p.m./Farrell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State. Admission free.
Pennyrile Region ll FFA Day/9:30
a.m./Curris Center and Applied Science Building, Murray State.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4.30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include "The Seven Wonders of the
Solar System -/11 a.m. and 2
p.m /Golden Pond Planetarium; Homeplace and Woodlands open/9 a.m.-5
p.m.
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Newborn admissions
Schwettman baby boy, parents,
-Shelly and Thomas, Rt. 8, Box 345,
Wilkey;
Carson baby girl, mother, Julie Harrington, At. 2, Box 143, Hazel;
Chance baby boy, parents, Kathy
and Wesley, P.O. Box 72, Benton;
McKendree baby girl, parents, MarIona and Chris, At. 4, Box 517,
Benton.
Dismissals
Miss Ashley V. Morris, P.O. Box 5,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Bobbie Jo Sevic,
At. 4, Box 471, Mayfield; Mrs. Geneva
Lovett, At. 3, Benton;
Mrs. Carol L. Melton and baby boy,
At. 2, Box 6, Calvert City; Mrs. Euple
Owen Colson, Mur Cal Apts. A2, Murray; Harlan C. Hodges, At 6, Box 235,
Murray;
Michael Stefen Winchester, P.O.
Box 1268, Murray; Mrs. Ann P. Erickson, 808 Minerva P1., Murray; Mrs.
Inez C. Hopkins, At. 1, Box 610,
Dexter.

Oakwood Studio
753- 050
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Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
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A unique gift that's sure to please. Choose from several
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Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
March 26, have been released as
follows:
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Newborn admiSaiOne
Steinfoldt baby boy, parents, Amy
and Gregory, At 8, Cr 15, Murray
May baby boy, mother, Cathryn
Bowler, 335 Breeze Ln , Calvert City
Dismissals
Dwain Bennett, At 1, BOA 172 A
Almo, Mark Lewis Anderson Rt 2
Box 44A. Murray William M Geri:r y
At 4, BOA 177A, Murray
Miss Eugenia A Riddle and tat)),
girl, P 0 Box 1003 Calvert City Mrs
Brenda L Mead and baby boy At 3
Box 9, Paris, Tenn
Gilbert Sears, Rt 5 Box 236 Mr
ray, John H Trotter 1507 Kirkwood
Murray, Mrs Catherine Jennings Rt 6
Box 275, Murray.
• •

SPRING
AIR is-
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r
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All Megan Adams and Alex Matthew Adams celebrated their third birthday on March 17 at home with friends and family. The theme
was
"Beauty and the Beast." They are the children of Kathy and Duane
Adams, Rt. 1, Klrksey. Older brothers are Ryan Domesick, Josh
Adams
and Jason Adams. Carolyn Adams of Murray is the grandmothe
r and
Glen Adams of Farmington Is the great-grandmother.

Newborn admission
Mead baby boy. parents, Brenda
and James Rt 3, Box 9, Paris, Tenn
Dismissals
Mrs Bobbie Jean Higgins, Rt 7,
Box 214, Murray, Mrs Betty Jean
Dowdy, At 6, Box 338A, Murray, Miss
Kelsey Camille Smith Rt 2, Box 145,
Pans, Tenn ,
Mrs Victoria R Miller. 2508 Eastwood St., Paris. Tenn , David Grant
McManus, At 1, Box 306, Mansfield,
Tenn
Bob W. Miller. Rt 2, Box 79. Hazel,
John M. Roberts, 1004 Poplar St
Murray, David Vernon Hightower, 506
South Sixth St., Murray,
Christopher C Faughn, Rt 5, Box
756, Murray; Uniamine Purdom 1602
Olive St, Murray, Mrs Robbie j H.Ison,604
1
Martin s Chapel Rd
Murray;
James E Harper, 4914 Blue Spring.
Cadiz; Mrs. Lois Jane Lee, Rt 2, Box
3, Murray; Mrs. Lillian F Cargill, 804
Hurt, Murray;
-Emit R. Kelso, Rt. 7, Box 442, Murray; Mrs. Johnny Zell. Futrell, At. 3,
Box 140K, Murray;
Terry Lawrence, 1503 Belmont,
Murray; James E. Crutcher, 430
Pumpkinridge, Dover, Tenn.; Leo Carraway, At. 4, Box 244, Murray.
• • • •

Much 27, have been released as
follows:
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f urniture & Mattress
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Call or visit today and discover
hundreds ofgift basket
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SPORTS
Vandy's 'Mac Attack'
runs past Kansas St.
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writs,
NEW YORK (AP) — It's been
derisively called the National
Insignificant Tournament for
years.
Judging by the turnout, it
didn't seem that way Monday
night.
Playing before a crowd of
16,978. past 2,546 short of a sellout, Vanderbilt and Villanova
advanced to the final of the
National Invitation Tournament.
It was the largest crowd for an
NIT game in New York City
since the 1981 championship
game between Tulsa and
Syracuse.
Vanderbilt, led by ex-Duke
guard Billy McCaffrey's 28
points, beat Kansas State 82-76.
Ass,x4:..c P•ess coloto
Cowboys quarterback Troy Aikman has stepped in between his two feuding bosses.

Dallas' JJ boys still feuding
Johnson, Jones
talking over future
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) — The
feuding JJ boys meet face-toface again today in their power
struggle to determine the future
of the coach of the Super Bowl
champion Dallas Cowboys.
Jimmy Johnson and club
owner Jerry Jones talked for
24 hours Monday and discussed the past. But neither
would say Johnson is still the
coach of the Cowboys.
They were scheduled to talk
again beginning at 7:30 a.m.
CST in the Valley Ranch office
of Jones.
"Nothing has been resolsect." Johnson said. "Well be
back again tomorrow to discuss

where we go from bele. At:
basically cilked about the last
five years and were candid
about our feelings."
"Jimmy and I had an estene sisit," Jones said. it was
a real opportunity to discuss the
last .5.'3 years. He was sery
thorough, but nothing was
resolsed at all
"We discussed the positiye
and the negatises of the past
and how we had worked
together Today we talked about
the past. Tomorrow, we talk
about the future, and that's all
I've got to say
Jones was then asked the
same question Johnson was
asked earlier, whether Johnson
is still the coach. He declined to
answer.
It was their first tace-to-Lice
meeting since their high -profile
battle escalated early lalst week
during an NFL meeting in

Or la nth..
But those close to the men
&dined to predict Johnson's
future with the Super Bowl
,hampions.
Quarterback Troy Aikman
met for an hour each with Jones
arid Johnson after a morning
workout, but said. "I have no
sense of the way it's going to
go
Aikman said he was called
into Jones' office after he, on
his own initiative, visited
Johnson.
"1 told both of them what 1
telt and I left it at that. ... I
know nothing more than I ever
hase," he said.
•*1 don't think they know for
sure yet what's going to take
place. These are two intelligent
adults and they can solve their
own problems," Aikman said.
See Page 7
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FAN'ETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP)
--- Arizona coach Lute Olson is
glad his Wildcats will be facing
Arkansas on a neutral court when
the two teams meet Saturday in
the semifinals of the NCAA tournament at Charlotte, N.C.
Olson remembers watching on
national television as Arkansas
shellacked Missouri in the new
Bud Walton Arena at Fayetteville
hack in December.
"I'm glad it's not us playing in
that arena," Olson on Monday
recalled thinking at the time.
Missouri lost by 52 points.
Olson passed up a chance for
his team to meet the Razorbacks
this season. Last year, Arkansas

Woodmen's flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans ire competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The inival
guaranteed rate° for amounts over
SS,(X)0 is
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legiate career. The last seven
players to do it were on Indiana's
NCAA title team in 1981 — two
years after they won the NIT.
"We're disappointed that we
didn't make the NCAAs, but after
you step between the lines, you
are there to win. Our goal coming
in here was to win the tournament, and we still hope to do
that," McCaffrey said.
McCaffrey's lesser-known
teammate. Ronnie McMahan,
added 27 points and played a big
part in stopping Kansas State's
Askia Jones, who scored 62
points in a quarterfinal victory
over Fresno State,
The Commodores (20-11) used
a matchup zone most of the time

ill See Peg* 7

WKU's Willard named Pitt coach
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Less
than— 24 hours after- making a
teary-eyed departure from Western Kentucky, Ralph Willard will
celebrate his 48th birthday today
by taking a new job as Pitt's
basketball coach.
And it will be something of a
surprise party.
Willard had been considered a
lock to succeed -Clemson-bound
Rick Barnes at Providence, only
to change his mind and choose
Pitt following two days of meetings with top school officials late
last week.
Neither side would make it
official after Willard resigned
Monday at Western Kentucky —
"I promised I wouldn't say anything," Willard said — but Pitt's
administration privately was
delighted with the hiring.
Athletic director Oval Jaynes
-- who in 16 months has fired
the football coach, Paul Hackett,
and basketball coach, Paul Evans,
hired by predecessor Ed Bozik —

had promised to search nationally
Jaynes didn't know if he could
for a Division I coach with a
get such a coach after Massaproven track record.
chusetts coach John Catipari, the
Bat fearful that it might ,not .i.op choice, declined to take a pay
have enough money to entice the cut and turned the job down last
proven head coach that Jaynes
week.
wanted, Pitt still managed to
"All I will say is I think Pitt is
attract an on-the-rise coach who
apparently was the top choice at a a great situation," Willard told
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
Big East rival.

O'Neill lands Tennessee job
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Kevin O'Neill said the decision
was easy.
"I wanted the job. I knew if it was offered to me, I was going to
take it," he said Monday after becoming Tennessee's basketball
coach.
O'Neill leaves Marquette after five seasons, the last two making
it to the NCAA tournament. He said he appreciated the opportunity
Marquette gave him, but that it was time to move on.
At 37. O'Neill becomes the youngest coach in the Southeastern
Conference. He takes over a team that was 5-22 this season and
65-90 in Wade Houston's five years. This was Tennessee's worst
season since the 1961-62 team won four games.
Marquette was O'Neill's first head coaching job at the major college level.

Arizona familiar with Arkansas

C

toss s view do

giving coach Jan van Breda il Colff
a chance for a "national title" in
his first season as coach of the
Commodores (20-11).
Villanova, trying to reverse its
fortunes since the departure of
Rollie Massimino, held off Siena
66-58.
The championship game will
be played Wednesday night at 9
p.m. EST. Siena and Kansas State
will play in the consolation game
at 6:45 p.m.
McCaffrey, part of Duke's
national championship team in
1991, will have a chance to
become the first player since
1981 to earn an NCAA title and
an NIT championship in his col-
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and the Wildcats completed a
home-and-home exchange And
Arkansas was interested in
another series.
But, after two straight defeats
at the hands of Arkansas, Olson
declined. Last year. Arkansas
beat the Wildcats 86-80 in Arizona. The Wildcats were ranked
ninth in the nation at the time and
had won 32 straight at home.
Arkansas came up with 15 steals and Arizona had 23 turnovers.
Scotty Thurman, a freshman at
the time, made 6-of-I0 3-pointers
and scored 28 points. On Sunday,
in Arkansas' 76-68 victory over
Michigan in the Midwest Regional final, Thurman made half of
his eight 3-point attempts and
scored 20.
"He's been hitting big shots
for us," Arkansas coach Nolan
Richardson said. "He's not afraid
to take those shots, and fortunately they went in."
The Razorbacks made 10 of 21
from 3-point range against Michigan. The Wolverines made 3 of
17 from long range.
Last year, Olson was pleased
that his team was able to force

Arkansas- to shoot from the
perimeter.
"That's the good news," he
said. "The bad news is that they
made them."
The Wildcats (29-5) will also
have to face a Razorback this
year who saw no action against
them last year — Corliss Williamson. He missed last year's
game with an injured foot.
Williamson, who had scored 20
or more points in eight straight
games, hit 6 of 10 against Michigan and scored 12. He is shooting
.736 from the field in seven
NCAA tournament games.
Against Michigan, his point production was the lowest since he
scored nine points in a 68-point
Arkansas victory over Montevallo on Feb. 5.
"It can be frustrating," Williamson said. "But when you
kick it out and see your teammates hitting 3-pointers, it puts a
big smile on your face. I'd rather
sec my teammates. hitting 3s than
me hitting 2s an,'day."
The Razorbacks (29-3) were to
resume practice today in preparation for Saturday's game.

MURRAY CABLEV1SION
CUSTOMERS

NBA slaps
suspension
on Olajuwon
NEW YORK (AP) — When
the Houston Rockets take on
the Kings in Sacramento
tonight, they will have to do
without center Hakeem
Olajuwon.
Olajuwon, the league's thirdleading scorer and rebounder, is
sitting out a one-game suspension for hitting referee Bill
Spooner in the stomach with an
open hand during Sunday
night's game in Phoenix.
The incident occurred with
7:26 left in the 113-98 loss. The
7-footer was gesturing at
Spooner to protest what he
thought should have been a foul
on the Suns' A.C. Green when
he struck the official.
Olajuwon was ejected two
seconds after Dan Majerle
scored on an offensive rebound
to put Phoenix ahead 90-78.
Olajuwon had 21 points, 11
rebounds and five blocks.
Rockets coach Rudy Tomjanovich said the team will abide
by the ruling.
'But we want to emphasize
that Hakerm showed no malice,
or intended any harm' toward
the official," Tomjanovich said.
"It was simply a gesture, and
contact was made. We do
understand the rules, and they
must be enforced."

Due to system upgrade,service will
be temporarily interrupted. Thank you
for your patience.
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Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (next Lc, McDonald's)

Purdue's Robinson wins Eastman Award
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP) — Glenn Robinson added the
Eastman Award to his player-of-the-year trophies, becoming the
first player from Purdue to win the award.
Only three juniors before him — Michael Jordan, Ralph Sampson and Walter Berry — have won a.
Robinson, 6-foot-9 and 240 pounds, will be honored at the
Downtown Athletic Club in New York on April 19. The Eastman
Award is voted on by the National Association of Basketball
Coaches.

good coverage,
good priceMae.
Stake Farms
ne urance.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Yinka Dare, the 7-foot-1 center who
led George Washington to the NCAA basketball tournament the
past two years, is leaving to pursue an NBA career.
At a news conference, coach Mike 'Jarvis confirmed that Dare
withdrew from spring semester classes last week and left school.
Dare, from Nigeria, led the Colonials in scoring (15.4 points per
game) and rebounding (10.3 per game) this season. He was instrumental in a late-season run, when they won seven of their last eight
games and gained an at-large berth in the NCAA East Regional.

•Vandy's...
When I did get open enough to
shoot some 3s, they were contested," Jones said.
McCaffrey and McMahan freed
themselves for jumpers or went
around the defense to score on
drives through the lane. And
when they weren't scoring,
6-foot-10 center Chris Lawson
was. He finished with 14 points
and combined with McCaffrey
and McMahan to score 46 of
Vanderbilt's 50 points after
halftime.

to frustrate Jones, who was
4-for-11 from the field, including
1 -for-6 from 3-point range.
Jones. a 6-foot-5 guard who
leads Kansas State (20-13) in
scoring at 22 points per game,
agreed.
"They scouted us well, and
they smothered us well on our
screens. I popped out for 3s, but I
couldn't get open because they
switched so well in their zone.
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"But both of them are very volatile. I try not to be shocked by
anything that happens around
here."
Aikman, who guided the
team to its consecutive Super
Bowl victories, said Saturday
he might,,n9t have signed his
eight-year,1450 million contract
last December if he had known
Johnson's future with the team
was uncertain.
The latest battle in the rocky
relationship between the former
college roommates erupted last
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Call 753-4563

week at the NFL's annual
spring meetings when Jones
discussed firing Johnson during
a late-evening conversation
over drinks. That conversation
came shortly after a perceived
snub of Jones after the owner
proposed a toast at a table
where Johnson sat at a table of
six, including two former Cowboys officials that Jones had
fired.
Johnson said he was infuriated that Jones went so far as
to mention former University of
Oklahoma coach Barry Switzer
as a possible successor.
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EDUCATION
North Calloway primary students visited the National Boy Scouting
Museum where they participated in dramatic activities during a story
telling session.

These Calloway High students were accepted to the Annual Regional
High School Art Competition at Murray State.

Parent volunteer Dianne Buckingham helps Southwest Elementary students Chelsea Miller, Tyler Buckingham and Holly Mowery select nutritious snacks from the four food groups.

After completing a unit on money. East Calloway primary students In
Mary Janice Cooper's class applied their skills while playing "store,"
where they purchased various Items.

MSU cheerleaders Jodie Flanagan and Lynwood Nixon came to Southwest Elementary to help them celebrate Racer Day. Also pictured. Sarah Futrell, Ryan Eaves and Stephan Hart.
•

MSU professor Bassam Atieh attended a community reading class at
Murray Middle.

Calloway eighth-grade Star students are pictured In physical education
class playing volleyball.

Abdella Y. Alia, a graduate student from Ethiopia, spoke with MMS sixth
graders Ebony Ballard, Chris Sullivan and Ashley Ellis.

Calloway eighth-grade Star students are pictured In physical education
class playing volleyball

North Calloway students concluded a special study about Imaginations
by performing the play The Special unicorn.- Pictured Amber Howard.
Chasity Schroader, Courtney Erwin JoAnna Anderson and Joseph
Work

Christie Stalls, Aaron Maddox and Jacob Lovett enjoy a geography
exercise on computer In Carla Rexroat's primary class at Murray
Elementary.

After reading short stories, students in freshman English at Calloway
High created Tall Tales and published them In Big Books.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs

of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway

Members of Brownie Troop 1173 at East Elementary presented librarian
Debbie Ernstberger with a book they purchased with money they
earned through magazine sales.

School Supply!
Your

child's education is easy

important to us.

ThatIs witvws

carry a large inventory of ediseetional

County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
1753-28931.

- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

MSU nursing students Debbie Carter and Trish Hightower visited Murray Elementary students to discuss cancer and prevention measures in
conjunction with the St. Jude's Hospital Mathathon.

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.
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SMART
STOP

and enjoyment reading material to
help your child learn and grow
through their primary years

Saturday

Workshops
Educational Supplies For
Parents / Teachers, Daycares,
Sunday School Teachers.

Corne by and sae the many different
titles we have to

offer.
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Closolast
Downtown Murray • 753-5968

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Walks To 5 Years
Gor• aCornokon OwscAlx
Kitely E Wilson Assistant Dirstior
105 South 111th • Murray • 763-5227
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JUMP start your pop with
AMPLIFIED D from Conklin
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Located 707 S.6th St
Mayfleed Western
Auto Store.
Ekds accepted through
Apn/ 9 1994
Leave seated bids at
Western Auto Store
Mayheld
For Info:
901-642-5300
753-1300

1-800-334-1203
HOST Dry Carpet Cleaner
The professional way to dry
dean carpet yourself On
sale now at Blacks Decorating Center, 701 S 4th St.
Murray or call 753 0839

After 7 p.m.
489-2116

USE WEX (from Conklin
Products) for effective
spraying Makes water wetter promotes uniform
spreading, increases pene
tration, reduces foaming
assists in suppension of
chemicals at a Cost of
50/acre 7530633
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Ward Elkins
753-1713
MONEY SOURCES For
start-up businesses
growth, development, ex
parson, inventory, leverage buyout etc We also
pay ca$h tor your mortgage (502) 492-8542

Marty Koon am no longer
responsible for any debts
Other than my own

1904 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

Medicare supplemau
insureace is now
standarised in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The pan A deductible
you. Or your
insurance.
-.must pay has been increased to $696 in
1994.
For mom information
call:

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Wed Pizza, salads.
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804

MeCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY

SEARS
Open Sundays
I p.m.-4 p.m.

153-4199
or astioewide
1-10e-465-4199
'ea 3241 year of terms'

753-2310

Moving
Sale

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

408 S. 16th St.
753-6235
Thursday &
Friday
8 8.M.-4

p.m.

Furniture & lots of
children's clothes.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sq.
Hale Road. nght on Sq Hale Road iks mile
ORIN TO THE PUB( IC

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

Hodge, Vet & Associates
Me Income 'Mk ProfessionaLs"
INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS
FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL
SALES TAX • CORPORATE

Joyce Noel, EA, CFP

915 Coldwater Rd.

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA

(502) 753-6069

DON'T chance romance
Call Match Maker International (502)554-8600

LOST REWARD OF
FERED for safe return of
orange and white male ca
with yellow collar and tags
Lost in the West part o
town on Melrose Drive Cal
753-4899 or 753-1916 and
ask for Amy
LOST two, red, female,
Beagles Five months old,
no collar, strayed from
Shit°, KY 753-1996

Help
Wanted
CLEAN house Tuesday &
Friday Lynn Grove area
Reply to PO Box 1040 D,
Murray, KY 42071
COACH NEEDED for
Calvert City Swim Team
Knowledge of strokes and
able to work with children
ages 5-18 from July 1-July
25 Send resume to PO
Box 264, Calvert City, KY
42029, or call 395-8164 by
April 10, 1994 •

Wendy's
is now accepting
applications for
and
manager
for
manager
asst.
the Western KY
area. Two years
management experience preferred. Send resume
w/references to
Andrew Jordan,
Area Supervisor,
303 Sheila Dr.,
Hopkinsville, KY
42240.
,Do
DO you need a GED'
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Ken
lucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
EARN up to $3,000/mo processing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502-569-1962
HOUSEKEEPER for thorough cleaning, on Fridays
4-5hrs, references required 759-1401

.MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including: Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4190

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

3 Job
Openings

WANT to buy used boob,
motors & trailers
502-436-5464

Due to company
growth in the
Murray area 3
job openings exist in the branch
of a FORTUNE
500 company. If
selected you will
be given expense
paid classroom
training. We will
provide complete
bencompany
efits, major medical, dental, 401K
Your
savings.
starting income
will be $1600/mo.
& up. All promotions based on
merit - no seniority. To be accepted you need a
pleasant personality, be ambisports
tious,
have
minded,
grade 12 or better, 21 or older
and be bondable.
Call 753-5353
ask for
Donnie Tinsley
Mon.-Thurs.
10 sm.-6 p.m.

WANT to buy: antique fur
nrture glassware & china I
piece Or housefull Call
492 8128 between
10am 4 30pm

BAHAMA Cruise! Sdays/4
underbookedi Must
seal $279/couple LaMitad
tickets (407) 767-8100 text
4396 Mon-Sat Bern-lOptn
BEAUTIFUL said oak rock
rig choirs Regular $4995
or more Our price $3750
White supplies last, limit 2
per customer Paschall
Floor Covering 8 miles
South of Murray on Hwy
641 498-8964

WINDOW am conditioners
working or not 753-5958

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavabng, inc We haul top
sal gravel fill dirt, white
rock rip rap 759-1828

10IN color N Jasmine wedding dress, 2 new helmets,
fish tank & accessories,
Bearcat 70- XLT scanner,
2-10 speeds violin 2 hot
pots, 386 computer Bear
cat 210- XL scanner Call
762-6291 for details

MATURE man or woman
needed for 3rd managerial
positon of local grocery
store Duties include front
end supervision and bookkeeping duties plus other
managerial duties. This is a
part-time position but person needs to be able to
work days and weekends
Send resumes to Save A
Lot, S 12th, Murray, KY
42071
MECCA, Masson Employment and Career Consulting of America All the career development help you
need resume building, interview techniques, job
market strategies, salary
negotiation. Cal for your
personal appointment today 502-753-5624. The initial assessment is treel
MURRAY Family YMCA
seeks Executive Director to
manage programs and fitness center BS Degree
and 5 years experience required Excellent mottvational, leadership, and
public relations skills essential Send resume and 3
references to Judy Brookhiser, MSU. Box 9, Murray,
KY 42071-0009
NO experience! $500 to
$900 weekly/potential processing FHA mortgage refunds Own hours
1-501-646-0044 ext 389,
24 hours
WILDLIFE'
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security.
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
info call (219)794-0010 ext
7159, 8am-9pm, 7 days

BRIDESMAID DRESSES
1 peach, 1 mauve size 8 to
10 $35iea 753-5368

MATTRESSES, any size
Buy factory direct' Ask adOut our Repedsi Smith Mat
Factory
tress
502-851 3160
MOTORCYCLE helmet
steel betties* WON & army
boots Camping supplies.
Jerry's Sporting Goods 6th
& Walnut Mayfield
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489-2724
PROM DRESS size 8 blue
& white Jewelry to match
$100 753 5368

SHOW up your classmates
at tie Prom this year in a
beautiful Alyce sequined
and beaded party dress
COLORTY ME clearance This tank-top style dress is
sale all previously rented full of colored sequins and
items must go 14 cu ft beads red green royal
refrigerator $203. tax. 25' purple and gold An eye
tv's, $150+ tax & up. VCR's catching hit at any prom or
$125. tax & up Kenwood formal Worn only once for
710, $500. tax And much a photo shoot Size 6 can
more Call or come by to- fit maximum measure
ments of 36/27/37 or less
day 759-4487
Easily alterable Backless,
FOR sale gas range perwill look great with that
condition,
working
fect
Spring Break tan' It you
$250 Baby buggy, $30, want the best,
this is it
baby carrier, $10 Call
$200 obo Serious inquiries
753-7254
only Call 753-1866

Wynn's
Nursery
Onion sets now
available
Vegetable plants It
shrubs
Hwy. 69 North
l'/2 mi. from
State lino

901-782-3508

SUN tanning beds new &
used, financing available.
Parts. serviae & supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4 ,
1-800-540-9790.

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing - $25.00
Tax Preparation
Pick Up & Delivery On Request

REFRIGERATORS
stoves, washers & dryers
Clean & guaranteed to
work Call 354-8528
anytime
160
Home
Furnishings

RMIMI

COMPLETE super single
waterbed 753-6962

WestView

KING size waterbed, bookcase headboard, mrror,
new drop-in interspring
mattress, $200 obo
753-4144

HOME

Westview Nursing Home otters
excellent benefits and competitive salanes
opportunities:
We have the following Job
LPN's - Full time, 3-11
Nursing Assistant - Full time
Apply in person or contact
Barbara Clapp, RN, DON
EOE

502.753,1304
SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

WestView

EOE

—502753 1304
MURRAY

KENTUCKY 42071

Coleman

800-2200S0 tt
RE 753 9898

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
C house or office cleaning, experienced, reasonable rates 753-3580,
436-5449
WILL sit with elderly Includes meals & cleaning
Call 753-4590 for information & references

2BR duplex $250/mo No
pets 207 S 11th St
753 0409 753-3415

HARD to believe that office
space on the courtsquare in
downtown Murray is afford
able & available but it is &
Debbie can tell you all about it Call 753-1266

2BR townhouse new, spac,ous all appliances including washer & dryer
753 4573

NICE 2dr garage for rent
New doors & root
Equipped with air compressor, gas heat, bathrooms,
office with furnishings &
paved lot in Hardin, KY
Call 437-4465 after 4pm

SUMMER'S coming, beautiful lake duplex, boat ramp,
each 21a. w/d 'hook up.
15min from Murray. _Top
$350/mo. bonoM$275/mo
527-9639

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

REFRIGERATOR, stove,
dryer & super single
waterbed Call 759-4014
after 5pm or leave
message

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

USED 3,5 & 7 piece dining
room suits Beds, chest,
dresser, Irving room suit,
recliners, chairs, end & coffee table, sofa & picture
window tables, washer &
dryer, & base cabinet
753-1502

Call Tony Page at

574 INTERNATIONAL with
quick chsit connect front
end loader Call 753-9840
CASE International 495
tractor, 42hp, approximately 150 hours
or
502-753-4389
502 753-5960

753-8107
STATE LINE
WESTERN WORLD
Is having a howling good sale this
month on name brands like Rocky
Mountain, Wrangler Roper Acme
Bailey Big Horn and many more So
shop with us compare
prices & return for savings
you II appreciate
STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD is
located I I codes west of listei on
193 west Look for brown &orange
sign at the yellow cation light in
Hazel Oven Mon Sat 10 5
502- 492-6 I 44

070
Domestic
& Childcare

2BR 1 bath duplex Appliances furnished Central
gas heat, central air
$425 rno 1 mo deposit, 1yr
lease no pets 753-2905

KING size waterbed, $75
753-2915

HOME

Westview Nursing Home offers
excellent benefits and competitive salaries
We have the following lob opportunity:
RN: Inservic• Coordinator, Full time.
Must have one year experience In king term care
or Adult oducation.
Apply in person or contact
Barbara Clapp, RN, DON
1401 SOUTH 160 STREET

1 2 390 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 1 252
pets
days 753-0606 after 5pm

81 MARK III, 12X60 2br. 1 1BR apartment utilities in
bath central rya. refrigera- chided rent based on intor. stove Coach Estates, come Elderly handicap &
Murray Must be moved' disabled Equal Housing
753-6509, O pportunity
$5,300
354-8153 Will sell some 502 354-8888
furnishings extra
1BR apt for rent, $200/mo
Newly redecorated Can be
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile seen March 24th-28th or
home electric services 200 call 753-9345 anytime
amp $375 100 amp $325 1BR central hie, w/d hook435-4027
up references & deposit
No pets
required
250
753 3949
Mobile
1BR low utilities, referHomes For Rent
ences & deposit required
2BR central gas heat-air, 8 No pets $185/mo
miles North References, 753 3949
$250 753-3942
1 OR 2br apts near down2BR Grogan s Trailer Park town Murray 753-4109
Appliances & water furnColeman RE 2BR, 14 bath townhouse,
ished
new, spacious All ap753 9898
pliances furnished includSHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, ing washer & dryer Call
electric or gas Walking dis- 753-1614
tance to college 753-5209
2BR 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic door
2s5
opener dish washer, gar• Mobile
bage aisposai, wed hook- Ham Loft Fa/ Rod up central hia, $450/mo
tyr lease Day 753-7688,
MOBILE home lots for rent
nights 759-4703
492-8488

Appliances

Kathy Lee • 502-474-2796

NURSING

Apanments
For Rent

2BR furnished & carpeted
on 1 lots Well & septic
system A bargain Wilson
Realty 302 S 12th
753-3263

1s5

If

1401

320

YOU BRING. WE SELLI
753-7400

eBookkeeping
Payroll Service

NURSING

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753-6612

1985 28X44 DOUBLEW
IDE 3br 2 bath cathedral
ceilings 2 large decks ex
Ira nice $19,500 obo Must
be moved' Call 436 2515o
753 6567

210
FAST RELIABLE SERVICE!

Jacquelyn D.Watson,CPA
Income Taxes • Bookkeeping • Payroll
Financial Statements • Audits

rr

Firewood

For a clean sweep...

FIREWOOD also tree SeT
%/lee 436-2562

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. - Monday thru Friday

220

Saturday & Evening Appointments Available

efig

weep

COMMERCIAL lc (NI/LK-TRIAL

302A N. 12th St., Murray, KY

Call Now! 753-4347

FIRE
F I GHTER
JOBS
Entry level male
Whornale positions

4416w hiring.
511,58-51429 per
how. Paid training

8 benefits.

Applicants call

1-219436-4715
Ext. A 3482
I cm:4p.m./7 days

SAFETY Advisor
$1150/mo Company wit
train
Call Mon Fri
only
9am 1pm
615 390-1200

Position
Wanted
ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

• Weekly.
Bi-Weekly.
or One-Time
Services
• Free !MIMI!!f

IF A rcl

JERRY GREEN
Insured • Bonded

(502) 753-9317

SEWING sibs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061

S4rylerm

For Saki
Or Trade

K T I and Associates offer
mg a full line of investigative
services Bet Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099

locations

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Moving

Cars, custom

Vans. and Vans For

112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

130

BustInn

America's Second Car

KEM
MEGOIC
Coast to Coast

Lowest Rates In Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

YOU BRING, WE SELL
753W 7400

RE.DKEN

140

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections CaN 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tees & axles 436-2576
901-644-0679
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shoguns and pis
tois Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

ull Set
Manicure
(Hot Wax)

$30

DON'T miss Colortyme s
kearch madness clearance
sale All previously rented
earns will be sold Come by
today for•mad deal Open
9am 6pm, Mon-Sat unbl
7prn on Fri 12th St Murray

759-1874

Fringe Benefits
Haircut

Eq Color

$20

14X70 MOBILE home
Step-up kitchen/dining,
large front and back porch
489-2200 or 435-4200

—41111111—

6041/2 Broad Ext.

Moat*
Homes For Sale

•

$52 900
to an unbelievable 1555 sq. Ft.
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms, 2 full baths,
28 great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other

is your ticket

options available.

dm,

$10

Formerly Sun Seri-motions
Norma Jeane's Nails

270

14X70 FLEETWOOD 3br
2 full bath 435-4273

$8 Shades

4.

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

250
IMMEDIATE openings
general laborer & welder
position Apply in person
Vegan Metal in Sedalia
328-8980

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

Wanted

060

Morris
Noses For kis

Amain
For Sale

Vises
To Buy

28R mobile home for sale
on rented lot $3,500 obo
Coll 753 6012 after 5pm

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over CON Sotisfied Customer,
Since 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

•
,.;

Sr

-

-

-

10

MURRAY LEDGER & TMSES

wes.

Wes

-13R eraser turnehed
c &tea 1601 Farmer.
$300 mo Coleman RE
53 9898
48R. 2 bah apis averletile
now Canal n a sopa
camas furnished UxiMee
on Niguel Coisnen RE
753-99941

KOPPERUD Reilly has
Supers westing topurohese
homes al peas ranges If
you we thinking or maneconact ore of our oourik
ous and prolessionai
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by Oboe at 711 hien St

EMBASSY

NEW duplex tor sale Cans
bridge Estates Gone
Steely 753-6156

FU RNISi-4E D ape renting
now Avaliabie in May No
pets Aiso steeping rooms
Zimmerman Apts
75341609

ROBERTS Realty Celle
way County $ aides* end
most rekabie real mate
agency For al your roe
estate nests cal them today at 753-1651, Syce
more and 121b St

2br central
ges appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9896

TUESDAY, MARCH 29. 1994

YOU BRING
733-7400

WE SELL'

HMG OLDS Cutlass $250
MO& NM motor work
Cal 71&1618 albs 4pivi

%Mir Ilk UM
amkaimend or mg.Taste.
DEA
FOI relesawle.
Mae. seellwesa. seiew
me ad awe Cal vale&
640041S.81 Oa.&WM

LARGE I ti yr

old 2tx bind(
• duper Stove refrigerate
-with la/maker dishwasher.
microwave W'd nook-up
Centre gas ne Low Witten Great neighborhood
$425imo Leese, deposit,
no pee 753-9302
IAUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEWLY constructed 2br
new ASV $400tino Cal
753-0472
NICE duplex 2br. central
Iva apt/anon furnished
Coreman FE 753-9898
NOW talung applications
tor Section 8 low rent !sous
ing Appoy in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
new Barn- 12noon No
phone calks please Equal
kcsollaN Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap accessu
Die Equal Housing Oppor
tunny Appiy Hilda* Apts
Hiirctin -ky
or "call
502-437-4113
VERY nice 2br 2 bath du
psex appliances turnished
iltrai gas *seat it air
S475 m0 'fno deposit 1
yr lease No pets Cal
'53 2905
330
Rosin
Fee Seat
1614 OUVE aM utilities
urrished kitchen 8 Irving
oom privileges Corernan
RE 753-9898

100X 140 SOUTHWEST
✓ s aubderelon Al city
utbase, reduced $17.500
753-4673 site 6pm
MARTIN Heights Subdivi1602 Tabard
I25X140 oty utters Cal
7541004

sion

6.7 acres East or Murray
woods. pasture $8 950
b•autitui
7•rms
759-1922

1961 El. Camino. $2.500
1601 Loch. Lomond
753-3704
1082 F250 H 0 4X4.
20.XXX melee on rebuild.
good condition. $5500
Call 436-4503
tie* ROC 2-26, twgs.
loaded. al °Peons good
condition. $3. 700 °Do
753-6885
1985 PONTIAC Sunberd
black good Ires sun roof
new interior, spon wheels
NIP mileage $1 500 obo
Also set of 4 Mock.dar alum
num 15' 6 lug wheels
'532 4938
'987 MAMA 9-2200. UP
am irn cassette $2,000
759-9641

2BR 1s bath brick on 3
acres on Hwy 80 near
Aurora
$ 5 5 000
53-6556 753-295'
38R bock home in South
west school district Central
gas heat central *Mom
at attached garage Just
reduced to 589.500 thru
Kspa perud R•alty
7331222 IALS/013
38R minted gas hest
3rs old fenced
MOO

ins
ss•ssion
4 Mar Spwi
3I3R home in town, quiet
neighborhood Reduced to
149500 Contact Kop
Porod Realty 753-1222
IALSe 5289
5 ROOM house near Cot-

1990 HONDA Accord LX
One owner, 5ap, $7,000
'53 9778 alter Eipro
'99' PONTIAC Grand Arrt
oiue 50.XXX miles. 4dr
Se 50C 527-5319

36 PLUS acres with Iwo
new bldgs house tartar
NI improvements in Camden. TN 901-586-4601
CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease Law unties. on see
securely 753-3203 alter
*eh
JUST now an the nurliet 2
acre tract of tend on Hwy 94
tust West of Lynn Grove
Offered st $13.500 Ihru
Kopp•rud Realty,
753-1222 MAO 026

Mellereyilles
1989 KAWASKI et aka 560
Meny eserse, with wader
eimiSMINIMIlleit,*ISO
IA* eel/ 7111-4181116

1965 BAYLINER Trophy
50h nsoior loot controlled
Polling motor 2 depth in
dews tie wee many extras
$4200 obo 759-7902
igFT Maktencraft siu boat
excellent condition 425
hours, custom trailer &
boom pole 75.3 7721 alter
50m
USED boats. motors. trail
era& :ravage pens for sale
Boat & Motor repair Al
work & pens guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Menne Repair
Hwy 121 S
502 436546iL _ _
YOU BRING
753 7400

WE SE LL

YARD WORK
& LAWN CARE
No Job To
or
Too Small!
E &Pen mosong & weal
a4a0 rant hawk%

zck Yrs. Experience
- Free 541411111111110 -

Siermiale Yard
Service
753-1221 Or 753-7174
& 0 Lawn Care Free
*surname 489 2296
DECK Masers Reason
able rates for quakty work
For your tree esarnales cal
Rick 753-6566 or Mic
753 7864

Semen
Mired

DRYWALL. finishing, re
pers. scallions and blow
wig ceangs 753-4761

HADAWAY Conseucton
Remodeling, vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
does vinyl flooring
436-2062

ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Hwang. Gaoling & Electric
inc Service sales and el'tension (502) 435-4699,
435 4327
GAIL'S Creative Designs
Computer embroidery
9arn 2pm 75.3 5745
GE NE FLAI Repair prumb
wig roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding. paint
irig Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701
GUPTONS S LAWN
CAF)E Lowest rates best
cars, free estimates
4192590

BLUEGRASS
1 1 1 I A Hauling moving
clean up odd lobs tree
trimming it.. removal
mulch hauling Free est
metes
Tim Lamb
436 5744
1 1 1 A all around
trimming

mowing
hauling
Mark

43625.28
1 1 1 A Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal clean
sag out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

LAWN MAINTENANCE
Mowing • Trimming
Hedging • Edging

When you wont qualify lawn core
Business 8 Residential lawns 1

Author-Lard
BRIGGS A STRATTON
end KOHLER
Sernoi Cease

liJikaaler,

Lamb's Small Engine
Dm Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
_ Murray, KY 42071
RCS Tillers
Also Repair Work

AlA treesennoe Removal
trimming hauling 8 clean
up 492-8254

1993 PLYMOUTH Wei.
RS. Sap low miles, excel
lent condemn take over
payments 489 2609 after
60m

A 1 carpentry work, house
plans drawn remodling.
decks homes built. no job
to small free estimates
Call J&C Construction
436 5.398

GREEN EARTH LAWN SERVICE

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 slew
5pm 759-9816 753-0495

Mowing

Tilling

Hedge Trimming

Landscaping

SALES manager's demo1991 Toyota Comfy LE.
V-6. power windows power
locks, power seat tilt
cruise. am 'fm cassette
sunroof. aluminum wheeis
new Ores. 33.XXX miles
$13.500 Call 753-4236 at
tar 6pm

see conferred elecfrictoes,
refrigerator. gas hot water
heater sic. lii bets queen
bed, very rice condition
7590475
YOU BRING
753-7400

WE SELL'

Seer
& Messes
115 MERCURY motor ex
cellens condition. power
eve & ill. Minims steel
prop Cal 729-9466

ALPHA Builders Capon
try remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nanoe etc Free estimates
489 2303

Kraus Lomb
Rickard Lomb

- CALL TODAY FOR FREE ESTIMATE —
753-822.2

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CADMUS
CuSTOM WOODWORKING

ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
a nd

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mayor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By Anci Sae Our Showroom •
&Atkin • Murray Soled Sunny Bread)
753-5940

408

•*"."--

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848

RON HALL

BACKHOE SERVICE
BFtE NT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
ment 759-1515

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating S Cooling Service 4 Installation
Electrical Service et Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, haling,foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service compete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Masonry Phone 492-8516
pager 762-7221
for lawns
mowed 753-6986

BEST 14114•41

BILL'S Window Peening.
Beck to help with your
Spring
cleaning
Residential"Commercial
753-5934
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guaran
753 1134 or
teed
436-5832
BREAKING & disking gar
dens Yard landscaping
bush hogging & mulching
Free estimates 436 5430
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591

753-2925

Mowing Time Is Nearly Here!

ANTENNA Repair and installation Repace or vista
quality Channel Master antennas rotors and amoktiers Beasley s Antenna
Buchanan
Sery,ce
901 642 4077

,

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing- siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Ca
474 2307
ROOFING vinyl siding &
replacement windows 30
years experience Free es
timates Call 753 6158

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors free estimates
Wulff s Recovery Murray
KY 436-5560

SEAMLESS gutters installed residential or commercial Serval! Gutter Co
753 6433 '

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753 2674

LIGHT hauling tree trim
ming and removal Call
753-2320 leave message

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742

THE Guam Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759 4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaningserviang $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 912 15
Mon Fri 753 0530
WALKER S cut & trim Free
estimates 436-2784
WHOLESALE carpet sales
& installation Residential
or commercial Randy Lee
502 474 2796
L&L LAWN SERVICE com
mercial or residential free
estimates Call 753 4001
after 5pm
MARRIED college student
offers professional lawn
care arid landscaping se*
vices 6yrs experience re
ferences available free es
Smiles 759 4110
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484
WINDOW & door repair &
installation 753 2330

. HOROSCOPES
1994
WEDNESDAY. MARCH
,
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7781(. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE direction. Love could blossom in a
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: business setting. Be discreet, meet
Concentrate on being more tactful. after hours.
VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
Brutal candor can hamper your
efforts to build long-lasting alliances. Your powers of persuasion are at a
Offer encouragement, not criticism. peak. Exchange views freely with
Family members may_try_to influence your mate .or partner. A festive.
the decisions you inake:WeicOme evening with friends leaves you
their interest and help but maintain a feeling much happier about life.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Keep
certain degree of independence. The
business picture looks terrific next looking for ways to bolster your
fall. Invest extra funds in a growing financial position. Family unity conenterprise. The year 1995 will bring. tributes to a strong sense of wellbeing. Be more adventuresome.
high profits and-new markets.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Explore the natural wonders that lie
THIS DATE: guitarist Eric Clapton. close to your home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nu,21): A
rapper Hammer. Irish playwright
Sean O'Casey. singer Frankie Laine. ',wilding or home expansion project
ARIES (March 21 -April 191: could he more complicated than you
Favorable developments enhance anticipated. Self-iniprovement activyour image. The financial outlook ities will let loved ones know you
continues to brighten. you cannot are on the right track.
SAGITTARIUS I Nov. 22-Dec.
afford to harbor any false illusions
regarding a personal relationship. 211: You will not accomplish much
if you let others influence you
Face reality.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201: against your better judgment. QuesToday you might wish you were tion off-the-wall ideas and politely.
three different people — loving dismiss impractical suggestions.
CAPRICORN,(DeC. 22-Jan, 19):
mate, financial wizard and world
traveler! Heed your intuition in per- Tackle a big project only when you
sonal matters. A legacy or windfall know you have the strength and persistence to finish it. Delegate timecould be part of the picture.
GEMINI (May,21 -June 20): consuming routine tasks. Inspect
Treat associates ana family mem- work tools and equipment for safety
bers with greater respect. They will flaws.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb..l:
respond in kind. Practice small
economies if you want to take a spe- Someone will be touchy about their
cial trip. With thrift, you can build a prerogatives today. Be tactful. considerate. A competitor may try to
vacation fund.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): deceive you. Seek legal advice if
Nip gossip in the bud by confronting puzzled by some of the wording in a
the person spreading it. Do not ask contract.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 2(1):
for loans: you will only stir up
resentment_ A tighter budget or sec- Keep a low profile if your co-workers quarrel. An arrangement you
ond job will reduce financial strain.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A raise thought was firm could come
or promotion is in the works. Be unglued. Make up for lost time by.
patient! Where romance is con- taking a more realistic view of your
cerned, get ready to move in a new current circumstances.
TODAY'S CHILDREN have quick and inquiring minds. Although alert
new opportunities, these Aries sometimes fail to act on them promptly.
However, once they do commit to a project, they will plug away until it is
completed. Count on them to go far if they choose a career in business!
to

"(Signs
is now offering

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!
Pens. Mugs. Keychains Buttons Magnetic Business
Cards. Kites. Balloons Desk Accessones Memo
Boards. Pins and Many Many More Products'

Call (502) 382-2306 (ph or Fax)
We accept Visa or MasterCard

GUPTON'S

LAWN CARE

Expos-14,1100d - Dependable

civ-swe

FREE
ESTIMATES

For the best hetes & frkPndly service...

Call 489-21190

z
-51. William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of tiousf.-_,
garades pole barns & stor:i
buildingF, Also remodeling Call
&,tirrIntr?r, no job too large or tor

CUSTOM bush hogging

I IMMO (u9 to 6%1899)
MPG 2996

RESIDENTIAL Roofing
Guaranteed work at rea
sortable rates Free esti
mates 25yrs experience
Ropers on old roof or new
construction Call Rick
753 6566 or Mic
753 7864

WOOD WORKS

CHIN Chum Chimney
Sweeps has 10% sensor
carom discounts We sell
ceps and mem.
c
47-721

CUSTOM bulldozing and
beckhoe work septic SyS
terns 364 8161 alter 4pm

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

Complete Lawn Care & Bush Hogging

CUNNINGHAM-5 Healing
and Cooling Service Ca:impale installation and set
vice
Call Gary at
759 4754

JIM S Garden Service
Gardens- breaking dis
Sawa. tang Lawns seeding
& fertilizing new or existing
Blade work & bush
hogging Reasonable
rakes 753 3413

MULCH delivered Murray
436 5660

I 4-001,
8 412 P.004A,1$

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special NZ'S for
motor horns boats RVs
and sic Excellent protec
bon, high quality. excellent
value Roy III 7594664

COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers offices
Wulff's Recovery Murray
436 5660

ITS erne to start thinking
about mowing your yard
Call Wayne. Lawn Set
vice, 489-2342 Free esu
maws Reasonable rates

Flee
Estimates

759-1588

Across from Southern States

Al

HEATING Ron Hal Heat
"lg. Cooling and Electric
Co Service. unit replacement and complete rata&
Son Liciweed gas installer
Phone 435-46119

MOWING mulching and
lawn care Free *surname
489-2280 or 753 9216

Call

Ask at+out
Si Citizens
Discounts

firr.rierry

Al Al Al ices mowing
mulching raking tree re
movai Free estimates
436 2867

leases
*Sere/

Ilesekes
Oland

198.2-- Talon
,Daded 753-8613 atter
30prn

BY OWNER 3br 14 bath
brick ranch Eat-in kitchen.
Some dining room kving YOU BRING WE SELL'
753- 7400
room tarnily room with
bay window Cents/ gas
neat II 110 Vrall-10-WOM car
pet ceding tans Jacuzzi
14x 1 411 storage Mg Lot
2BR house near downtown 75x150 adiecierst kr avail
1986 DODGE Caravan SE
Murray $3250mo, lease ro- able Walk to bowie 8 shop- ' owner exceptionally
ping Pnoscl
sell mid
t:Hired 753-4109
maintained highway miles
$70 s Call for appt
mmaculate condit on
2BR house in country, 753-4359
13 995 436-2669
$250ino 753-8582
BY owner Canterbury
3BR house in town
beautiful large 4bi 2 both
$300/mo 753-8292 tn level breakfast room
6pm-10prn
formal dining room ergs
grew room new gas pec.
SMALL 3br house 1603
new carpet, extra large 1990 ChIEVROLET '454
Oirve $250 42-8225
master bedroom with sep- SS 4 Ion tuck, V8. auto.
wale
all mirrored dressing Pis, tYw. p1.good Dray
16E1
room bull-in bookshelves, 31 ,)OXX miles Asking
For Rent
pretty wallpaper beaul- $13.750 Cal 753-7537 alOr Lome
tut
)
/ landscaped corner lot ter 4 30prn
Brakes for rent, Pro Two Many special features Pr
1978 CUSTOM 20 crew
or vinyl siding 436-2701 iced to seI 759-4155
cab truck. pe, etc, good
CREEKVEW Sett storage BY owner Great 3br 2 bath condition. $2.500
warehouses on Center brick home wooded lot in 753-0834. 750-9835
Drive behind Shoney s quiet subdivision Central 1981 CHEVY peck-up, long
gas heater 2 car garage
$20-$40mo 759-4081
wheel base stick shift, norinterior completely reds
mal condition, $1.400
NORTHWOOD Storage conned Move in condition
presently has units oval- °Voter leaving area Must 436-2102
able Cal 753-2905
1988 RANGER blue err
secinfice mod 70's East
striping chrome nrns sunWANT TO LEASE 1,-i Subdivision 7501488
roof Decline( arrvIrn cas
we of dark fired tobacco to EXCELLENT quality &
floor setle exoelent condition.
tend 492-8158
plan awaits you in this new 52 XXX miles Must
sell
home Great room formal $5 400 negotiable
dining room. seperate 474-2272 Ask for Keith
or
kitchen 3br 2 both Only leave message
$98.500 Contact Kop1889 NtSSAN phi„61,W
AKC Cocker Spaniel, perud Realty 753-1222
rasa.MTWiJfl eihr
black. male trained all
am/fm cassette, black
shots 753-2162
FRESH on the marrat1 30r
$4.500 cal 753-2278
DOG Day Afternoon dog bock horns with attached
1991 FORD Supercap, exgarage located heat unrver
grooming 759-1768
say Priced to sell at tra nice loaded. 40 XXX
HAVE an obedient safe 563 000 WS* 024 Con- miles 1991 Ford Explorer
dog for show or nome tact Kopperud Realty
Eddie Bauer Edition extra
Classes or prniate lessons 753-1222
nice 70.XXX miles Days
Serving Murray for over
753-5341
nights
HOME for sale by owner
12yrs 436-2858
436-2640
753-6235
PEG S Dog Grooming
NEW 3br. 2 both with *lid753 2915
pool tub. cathedral ceding
VICHON Film puppies 5 in Wing room a dining.
males mother & father on Large kitchen. 2 cat garage
1976 GILES camper 26
premises $300/ca
N 16th across korn Su IlfAC furnace. refrperesx
/53 2410
vans Golf Course Call
gas Al you need for a fun
492-8873 or 492-8238 from
WEST Highland white wir
camping trip Sleeps ap6-10pm evenings
nor pups Champion sired
woe 5, $2,310 or less
$500rea 759-4556
REDUCED' 1191sq ft for 364-2603
$65.000, 1712 Ryan. 3br, 2
1961 35F1' Avson Excellent
bath brick ranch, fireplace.
corxlibon set up on lake
owner
fifence,
privacy
Pailay
front lot in nice RV Park
nancing 753-5703
&
502436.2751
CHICKEN Mar. $25 per RUSTIC house on 3 acres.
pick-up load Stahler s Southwest school distnct. 1990 2T TIOGA motor30X40 mete shop, 16X16 home 5XXX mites Brand
Dairy 8 Poultry farm
condition
new
pato deck. 3br. 2 bath
753-7387
502-753 4389
or
central gas heat 8 air
$69,500 Serious inquires 502 753-5960
only 492 8600 after Sprn
SCA/APER 5ti Meet. 3211,
Ned
SPACIOUS 3br 2 beet,
with greet lowing lay out,
beautiful ken. breaktast
room, **perste dining
room Low of extras. country club view Cal tpr your
appointment today
753-2806

1966 I rit It AstroGlase
arc 150 Mercury. sapient
condition
1 owner
7531626

AL'S hauling yard
work tree removal mow
'99' TOYOTA Caney in
exceilent condition Call img Free estimates
.,75fl 1683
"53-6098

8 MILES South of Murray
$100mo 436-2510

E.

imme
& luIs

Illebeepeles

474-8267

• Rear tines and power wheels make
tilling JUST ONE HAND'
• Available in 3 to BHP Models

t

MURRAY IJIDGER

'MIES

wLOOKING BACK

Last Nail in the Coffin
East dealer
North-South vulnerable
NOHTH
•K ./ 7
•.1 144
• A 95 3
•K .1 10
WEST
EAST
•86 2
40 A 4
AK 10976
V3
•Q.114 2
10 76
•97 5 4 2
•A 8
SOUTH
•Q 10 9 5 3
•Q 5 2
•K 4
•Q 6 3
The bidding:
East
South West North
Pass
1•
l'ass
Dble
2*
2•
Opening lead — three of hearts.

'

4

maining losers are a spade and a
club.
The heart return at trick three is
not as automatic as it may seem. In
fact, its the wrong play East should
anticipate that a heart return is
likely to hand South the contract
He knows that his aide needs six
tricks, and can ace that an immediate heart ruff will account for only
five. He should therefore look for a
means of acquiring another trick —
and the solution lies in arranging for
aclub ruff. Accordingly, after cashing the A-K of hearts, East should
play the A-8 of clubs.
lk-clarer cannot combat this attack from a new quarter. As soon as
he plays a trump. East takes the ace
and gives his partner a heart ruff.
West then returns the compliment
by giving East a club ruff, and South
goes down one.
Partseore hands lack the draIt is of course tempting for East
matic appeal of game or slam hands, to continue with a heart at trick
but they can be highly instructive three, but when the matter is examnevertheless.
ined in the cold light of day, it beConsider this deal where East comes obvious that a prompt heart
wins the heart lead with the king return is not urgent.
and continues with the ace. West
East is looking at the ace of
discarding a club. What should East spades and knows that West's
play next?
trumps cannot be drawn before the
It may seem automatic for East aceoftrumps is dislodged.The heart
to return a heart for his partner to ruff can therefore wait until East
ruff, but if he does this,-South makes has laid the groundwork for a club
the contract because his only re- ruff later on.
Tomorrow: It pays to be extravagant.
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Onyias McClure, H.E. Chrisrow Ed Shinners and Marshall
Jones are new officers of Murray
Chamber of Commerce. New
directors named were Chrisman,
Jones, Royal Kam, Walter Apperson and David Dickson. Also
serving as directors are William
Barker, Dr. James Byrn, Dr. Harry Sparks, Joe Dick, Dr. A.H.
Kopperud, Max B. Hurt, Leonard
Vaughn and H. Glenn Doran.
The What Ya-Ma-Call-lt 4-H
Club of Backusburg won first in
club act and the Shamrocks of
Hickory Grove won the specialty
act in the Calloway County 4-H
Club Variety Show.
James Lawson, director of
Murray Vocational School, spoke
at a meeting of Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House. He was introduced by
Evelyn Lockhart.

DEAR ABBY: Please help my
friend and me settle an argument.
We have agreed to abide by your
decision.
"Matt" and I both play cello for a
small community orchestra.
Although it is not a full-time vocation for either of us, it is a hobby at
which we both excel. For two years,
we have enjoyed a friendly rivalry
as we compete for various solos and
other honors.
The competition took an
unfriendly turn several weeks ago
when Matt "inadvertently" ran over
my cello with his station wagon
when I was loading our instruments
into the back. My cello was

destroyed, and it was right before a
concert in which I had a solo.
Because I had no instrument, Matt
got the solo that night
My cello is certainly replaceable,
and Matt has offered to purchase a
new one for me. Our concern is this:
Because Matt had demolished my
cello, I felt that he should have
offered me the use of his cello for
that evening's concert. Matt, however, feels that he had no obligation to
surrender his cello. What do you
think, Abby?
KATHI
DEAR KATHI: Since Matt
deliberately ran over your cello

— which you implied by placing
"inadvertently" in quotes —
why would you have expected
him to offer you his cello for the
evening concert? His objective
was to play the cello solo that
night — and he succeeded.

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 25-year-old
divorcee. Two years ago, while
going through my divorce, I met
"Sidney" and his 4-year-old daughter, "Tiffany."
Sidney offered his friendship,
and we became friends first — then
we became lovers. I was in heaven

BLONDIE
THAT'S GREAT,
HONEY .. WHAT DOD
IOU MAKE POP
US"
A55

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

FROM ZIMTOK S I
COME TO SO.ASGAIE 114E
HUMAN RICE DO NOT REstST.,

411MAHS? 8ECJa5E,
ADD\Liotl 113 MO.VALuZ.
SLANE LAPoR,ThDAZ. AL%
VELIC.*LIS AND KoRmous

until his mother entered the picture. (I'll call her "Alice.") Alice's
husband had left her 20 years ago.
She's now an alcoholic and has no
friends, and no life other than Sidney and Tiffany.
She's at Sidney's home daily to
clean Tiffany's room." She has her
own key and runs Sidney's life, and
he lets her. She does their laundry
and frequently brings dinner to his
house — for Sidney and Tiffany
only. The woman hates me. (I've
heard some of the vicious things
she's said about me.)
I told Sidney how hurt I was,
and he said he couldn't tell his
mother to back off because she'd
probably sit home and drink herself
to death, and he couldn't bear to
watch this happen. He said if he
had -to choose between me and his
mother, he'd have to choose his
mother.
I left the relationship three days
ago, and I feel lost. I love him with
all my heart, but I can't let Alice
walk all over me. Please give me
your thoughts.
OVERWROUGHT IN UTAH
DEAR OVERWROUGHT: In
Alcoholics Anonymous, there is
this saying: "Alcoholics do not
have relationships — they take
hostages." It appears that Sidney is being held hostage.
I think you did the right
thing in ending the relationship. His mother is in control,
and she has made Sidney codependent. He has already told
you that Mama comes first. You
are only 25 years old and you
have made one marital mistake.
I'd hate to see you make
another.

CALVIN and HOBBES
GREETINGS t A•1 Birk lITAR

McReynolds, and a boy to Mr
and Mrs. William Womack
Forty years ago
Pvt. Charles Rob Ray, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ray, is now
stationed at Fort Lee, Va.
Don Snyder who has been at
Murray Tappan Plant since it
started here in 1945 has been
recalled to the home plant of
Tappan at Mansfield, Ohio.
Dr. and Mrs. Jean Bordeaux
appeared on the Grouch() Marx
DeSoto-Plymouth TV Show on
March 25. They won S225 by
answering several questions and
then answered the big question
for $2,000. Mrs. Bordeaux, sister
of Mrs. P.A. Hart of Murray,
informed Grouch she was from
Murray, Ky., birthplace of radio.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Johnson, no
date listed, and a boy to Mr. and
Langford, March 21.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
S-ES OFF ON
A CATERING J08
'
t
SO CM
CHARGE OC t
NNER
(T
_

1

--fr lir lur
-

Thirty years ago
Charles B. Paschall, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph W. Paschall,
electronics technician seaman
apprentice, USN, is stationed at
Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, Ill.
The Girls Chorus of Murray
High School, directed by Joan
Bowker, presented a program at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
at Murray Woman's Club House.
Rudolph Howard was in charge
of the program.
Receiving awards at the Murray High School Tiger Basketball
Banquet were Johnny Rose, hustler; Rusty Henry, rebounds: and
Steve Doran, free throws.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Cain, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Terry, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Harper, a
irl to Mr. and Mrs. William P.

ea years ago
Army Spec. 4 Eldon R. Allbritten II, son of Eldon R. and Carolyn A. Allbritten of New Concord, is stationed at Fort
Huachuau, Ariz.
A feature story on the anniversary of the death of Nathan B.
Stubblefield on March 28, 1928,
is published. The story was written by Dr. L.J. Hortin who also
furnished a picture concerning
Stubblefield for publication.
Jamie Johnson, junior center of
Calloway County High School's
boys basketball team, has been
selected as one of only 10 players
in the state to join the Kentucky
High School Junior All-Star
Team which will tour Europe this
summer.
Caroline Schoenfeldt has been
named as Murray Ledger &
Times Miss Spring of 1984.
Twenty years ago

11

ST MST, FOR to EARN
CUSTOM OF S140•4 A,NO VEIL
I WI EXI4l1311- SOK. OF
CAJR IERRIFYING WEAPONRY
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* * *

For everything you need to know
about wedding planning, order "How to
Have a Lovely Wedding." Send a business-sized, self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for 83.95 (9430 in
Canada)to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447. Mount Morris. III. 610540447.(Postage i,i included.)

3 z•dells

CATHY
CATHR'S BEEN
A
5HAWN-1
ON BUSINESS
DOES ACRYTRIPS ALL
LIC NAILS
OVER THE
AND TEACHES A STEP •, COuNTRsi..
CLASS AT
THE GYM.
.••• •
.1

CATHV'S ai MANAT A
MARKETING FIRM
SPECIALIZING IN
DATABASE ANALY5(5 of FIELD
RESEARCH...

r

SHAINNA
ROLLERBLACED
ACROSS THE
STATE LAST
4EAR

TM SURE YOULL
FIND LOTS TO
TALK ABOUT MIILE
KENNY AND I
FINISH DINNER I

*I*

ij

Ab
*

r WANT ID
SEE A
PICTURE
OF PAY
DOG 7

Tapeworms in

5€E' ITs
TATOOED
RIGHT HERE
PAY
THIGH!

r 4OUR 00G?
THANK HEAVENS!
WE DO HAVE
SOMETHING IN
COMMON f

DR. GOTT

41111
if' I

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
AFTER I
FINISH PICKING
MY TEETH

I'LL FORM A
SEARCH PARTY

RIGHT

1 Snake
6 Christmas
song
11 Sunflower
State
12 Dresser
compartment
14 Adjective
ending
15 Female
relative
17 Hawaiian
goose
18 Hockey org
20 Is inclined
23 Actor Miner)
24 Lifeless
26 Smells
strongly
28 Greek *tier
22/ Pigs homes
44.11 Artist
Toulouse- 33 Costa 35 Entreaty
36 Next to where

one sleeps
39 Machine for
shaping
42 Supposing
that
43 Computer
accessory
45 Actor Neeson
46 Artists deg
48 Nostrils
50 Fort -. Calif
51 Highs and 53 City in Utah
55 Robert Niro
56 Pianist Garner
59 Decrease
61 Aggressive
personality
category (2
wds
62 Musician John

Answer to Previous Puzzle
STY
BOA
BOZO
HEU EVAN
EROS
EEL
NAEISEA
ES
ASP I E
DEAD
EN
PAR
IDOL
RED
PAL
CELLS
I I
REP
FOR
LA
CRIER
REID GMT
HERO
REX
BE
PEEU COBRA
NINETIETal EEE
BOON
NAHA
LAR
ACE'S UTUIP
SCIO
3-29

1994 United Feature Syndicate
•

2 Not off
3 Youth org
4 Actor - Julia
5 Actor Ed 6 Type of bank
acct
7 Letter before
ess
8 Raced

9 Is in debt to
10 Delaware
Indian
11 Varieties
DOWN
13 Object from
the past
1 Distinctive
16 Chinese
character
money unit
19 Scottish
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0
9
10
landowner
21 Type of tide
11
12
22 Top of
13
skeleton
14
25 Type of
15
16
17
religion
27 Take illegally
18
19
20
21 22
23
30 Descendant
32 Proportion
211
26
241125
34 Egyptian
U1127
lizard
29
ao
311113211 36 The
Scriptures
13
sa
35
37 Attempt
38 Architect - 36
id
Saarinen
40 41
39
40 Make less
37lllI
43
soft
44
45
421
41 German city
44 Singer
46
as
SO
Haggard
lid
47 Askew
51
52
53
54
55
49 Close falcon
eyes
58
59
52 Soak up
Mil
54 An; time
ill
et
57 - Mans auto
race
58 'Irma Douce.
60 Consequentty

III

PEANUTS

50 WHAT I'M

SAYING
HERE 15 UJE CAN'T

COMPARE APPLE5 AND
WATERmELON5..

OR GRAPES OR PEARS
OR BANANAS,OR PEACHES,
OR STRAWBERRIES,OR..

MA'AM ?

ORANGES
51R.

FOR6ET
IT, MARCIE

Bs Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

ii', iti 111

a cow's stomach

ill

III

Ill

1111 ill..

• DEAR DR GOTT: What is malpractice insurance and why do doctors and
hospitals pay such high premiums for
the couerage"
DEAR READER: Malpractice
insurance, a necessity in today's litigious society. is purchased by doctors.
nurses. hospitals, and health care
facilities -- as well as by increasing
numbers of attorneys and other professionals. If a patient claims that the
services he or she received were deficient or below a certain standard of
care, a lawsuit may result The plaintiff can sue for millions of dollars, to
cover pain, loss of income and dam•
ages.
The defendant then turns to his
malpractice insurer to protect him,
defend him and -- if necessary pay
all or part of the court-awarded judgment Without such-insurance. the
defendant would have to pay all legal
expenses and awards out of pocket, a
daunting possibility..
Malpractice insurance is like homeowners' insurance: You may never
use it but when you do. it's nice to
have
To a large degree, insurance companies set their premiums in relation
to nsk. For example. the risks of neurosurgery are much higher than those
of routine general medical practice
Thus. neurosurgeons pay much more
in annual premiums (tens of thousands of dollars) than do low -risk
practitioners. such as family physicians (several thousand dollars).
Doctors and hospitals pay more in
insurance premiums than used to be
the case because people are more
likely to sue and dollar judgments
have increased over the years. Of
course, these added costs are passed
on to the patient, thereby inflating the
price of medical care
There are no easy answers to this
increasingly troublesome problem.
However, to control burgeoning insurance costs, some experts have urged
that legislators pass laws to cap malpractice awards This and other solutions seem a long way off to the physi
cians, surgeons and hospitals who live
in constant dread of being sued
, ism NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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DEATHS
Vernon F. Williams
Vernon F. Williams, 63, North
Sixth Street. Warm,. died Mogida y at Q S. p.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs Beuy Byers Williams
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Hume will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements

Thomas
Henry Acree
lhomas Henry Acree, 70,
South 10th Street. Murray. died
Monday at 3 SO a m at his home.
4 retired farmer, he was a
member. of Mt. Vernon Baptist
Church at Linton in Trigg
County
Preceding him in death were
his parent... Thomas and Bobbie
ALree; three sisters, Beulah
Jones, Ethel Acree and Eleanor
Arc. one brother. Rohm Earl
Ns ree
Survivors include his wile,
Mrs Roberta Miller Acree. four
nitst•'N. one nephew
Graveside rites will he Thursda. at 10 3 M at the cemetery at
Mt Vernon Baptist Church
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
but no
isitation will he
s.heduled

Mrs. Burlie
Dublin

_

. Sers lies for Mrs Burlie
"ublin
will he V. edne-sday- at 2
D
Vol in the chapel of Miller Fun:eral of Murray Carry Puckett,
:William Hardison and Paul Dow will 011k:t3te Music will be
'by J C. Warren, Edith Warren,
-anti Shannon Langharn
Dwain Burnett and her grand:sons will serve as pallbearers.
:Burial will follow in Lassiter
-Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral
-home after 5 p.m. today
-iTuesday 4.
Mrs. Dublin, 83. Mayfield.
:died Mondas at 7:10 a m. at
Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband. Kirksey Dublin.
one sister. Mrs Gladys Lawson.
and two brothers. Golie Frank
Hall and Jim Hall. preceded her
in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Starlon Mane Langham.
Rt. 1, Sedalia. and Mrs Hennetta
Shepherd and husband. Harry.
Jacksonville. Fla . three sons.
Donald Edward Dublin and wife.
Sue. Sedalia, Richard Artell
Dublin and wife, Eleanora,
Schmitt, Texas. and Hall Franklin
Dublin and wife. Jan. Orlando.
Fla.; one sister. Mrs. Viola
'Schrader. Murray; two nieces.
Mrs Bonnie Frances Anthony.
Phocnil, Aril.. and Mrs. Edith
Warren and husband. J.C.. Sedaha, two nephews. Dean Lawson,
Detroit, Mich. and Lynnwood
Schrader, Lexington. nine grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
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Mn. White, 80, Rt I, Murray.
died Sunday at 10.40 p.m at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her husband, Fooks White.
and one sister, Mrs. Mary Oval
Colky. preceded her in death
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs Carol Harrison and husband. Charles. Murray, and Mrs
Deanna Canter and husband,
Lloyd. Rt. I. Murray; five grandchildren, Jana Tidwell and husband. Rodney, Darren K'hucke
Hamson. Barr) Canter and wife,
Cindy, Brad Canter and wife.
• Pam, and Brent Canter and wife,
Molly; three great-grandchildren.
Garth Tidwell, Elyse Canter and
Jennifer Canter, one nephew, Al
(Butch) Colley Jr and wilt. Linda, Sedalia.

The funeral for Mn. Irbanell
White will be Wednesday at 2:30
p.m in the chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral -Home. Dr.
Harvey Lynn Elder will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Eddie
Workman. Greg Workman, James
Easley. Dwaine Rogers. Jed
Workman and Terry Workman
Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery near Pilot Oak
Friends may call at the funeral
home from S to
p.m. today
'Tuesday).
••••er"
,

Stock Market
Report
Pncas as of 9 AM
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The Calloway ASCS Office
would like to inform all voters in the
1944 Dark -Fire Cured and Dark -Air
Curer] Referendum of this revision
to the instruction sheet you receised
m your ballot. Item number I
should read as follows:
I. Place a cheek mark in the
"Yes" or "No" box on the ballot.
Please disregard the previous instruction sheet and the reference to
poundage sy:stem
If you have, further questions
concerning the referendum please
feel tree to contact our office for further clarification.

e—t
Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

Poone's Laundry
"rth 12th Street
Murray
• "-> .EI

25% off

25% off
What's New?

You'll Never Have
Too Many...

WRINKLE _
RESISTANT

CRIME

STOPPERS

Basic Dress Shirts
We Have Them All!
• 100% Cotton, Pinpoints
plus blended shirts as well

See the newest
innovation in men's
fabrics.
Wrinkle resistant Dress
and Casual Pants
• Cotton, wrinkle-tree pants

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Dads. & Weekls Rental.
• Clean, Dependable Car,
• Call Us I Or Rates

Holland Motor Sales
last Main St

1..td

CHOOSE YOUR
FAVORITE AT

YOU CHOOSE THE COLOR

25% off

$3 MOO
Pair

•

WRINKLE
RESISTANT
Dress Slacks

Make Something Old
Look Brand New
with our new
outstanding looks in ties
Business looks,
fashionable abstracts,
casual raw silks

• Poly/wools
• [lain & Pleats

753-4461

PICK WHAT'S PERFECT
FOR YOU!

NOW ONLY

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
our(on t en ience ‘ost
1o
- r)

UPS Pick-Up

Biggest Selection
of Dress &Casual
Belts in the Area

Daily NIontIas-lritlas
Ship Weekiy & Sate %tone
pm Sat 4 am -7 pm Sun 1-4 r:c7:21410
II... .41 N. ()km'''. Mara
WI 9 am-$

HART SCII

FFNElt & MARX

See Our New
Printed Socks
Plus All The
Good 01' Basics

Continuing A Tradition
Of Excellence.
"VFW
. •=s,

,
4i
46‘ =0
MIRY
•

The Khaki Pant... America's Favorite! Corn-Austin has them!
All the brands... Tommy Hilfiger*, Ruff Hewn*,
Tango, Berle & More ... Cotton & Blends
up to
off
Chambray & Denim Shirts...
A powerful trend in men's fashion. A way to dress casual, C
comfortable & fashionable
...starting at
each
Sportshirts from Pendleton...
A fantastic brand. All very sharp at
off

30%
.25

- Staff of Miller Funeral Homes
Miller Funeral Flame a Family Includes Dwane Jones, Ltcensed Funeral Director,
Tommy Walker, Licensed Funeral Direclor and Embalmer Thelma Miller,
Licensed Funeral Director, Howard D Mathis, licensed Funeral Director &
Embalmer, Rickey Geelong& Apprentice and Gene Miller, Assistant
•

MILLER

Finishing Touches... Accessories...
At Corn-Austin° we offer shoes from Dexter', Florsheim°,
Allen Edmonds', Sebago' and Johnson & Murphy.
Custom orders too!
up to

20% off

Corn-Austin'

I

Boys by Tango',
For The
Ruff Hewn', Nautica*.
Navy Blazers, Casual Khaki's and Real
Smaller Guys... Cool
Ties . . See What You've Been Missing!

-

;

FUNERAL HOMES
311 NOM 4111 9lres1 • lawny. KY 42071

poz 7u4112

Haut KY • 4111-67111
WO MA/ miles Wong.0.01, mute)
•
•

•

•

20%

"Since 194Z Miller Funeral Homes has served
the families of Murray and Calloway County.
We are proud to offer courteous and dignified
services, professional personnel and quality
facilities and equipment. Miller Funeral Homes
will continue it's tradition of excellence and
commitment to those we serve."

759-9701
01 b_— ~fy
itterrarday from 4-6 p.m.
at

GREAT NEW LOOKS NOW

WE HAVE THE BEST AT

Support

NNW MI w• WC

We've Got The Best!
Hart Schaffner t• Mars
See our new arrivals
of Spring Suits &
Sportcoats

Sansabert•
Sidesliders• Pleats and
Plain fronts.
• All wools, blends in
lust the right color

Ia
.an's.
CP

REPORT LOCAL NEWS...CALL 753-1916

Need Some
New Trousers?

•

•

Off,

\me

Change made
on ballot for
tobacco vote

1146.01143111
11264113.3340

Ftne Foods

600 Main St. • 763-0489

ESSENTIALS FOR

sisc

AAIC 7 0^1
VIOrfRaDor

Danny Ross

lii 24-26-34-3c-45-50-51

OF Wan A V ANO Cat OSIA V COLIN'','NC

• kolort I, yam 44 market *warp ales*
mai
UNC ono* JnctNanoixi
Colin Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY
Ronnie Roes &

THE PICK:

Dune Vl arvier..--._—._._
Nal

Compare Our Price & Coverage
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Mrs. 'thane!! White

PICK 3-

Auto Insurance...

•vis•
•r•AsTERCARD
• AMERICAN UMW

DOWNTOWN • MURRAY
OPEN NIGHTLY UNTIL WO

*DISCOVER
•COEN.AUSTIN CHAN=
*LA WAWA VI
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